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Welcome
The highs and lows of the Fifa World Cup, harnessing digital technology, doing 
business in the UK, and how one member moved from engineering to accountancy

investment to its shores and encouraging 

new projects to see the light of day. 

On page 26, we find out about the 

tax and accounting considerations of 

doing business in what many UK-bound 

businesses see as an entrepreneurial and 

cosmopolitan country.

Not all members start their career in 

accountancy. In our interview, we catch 

up with Anselm Tan FCCA, head of 

corporate venturing at Philips ASEAN 

Pacific. As a student, Tan excelled in 

electrical and electronics engineering 

and started his career in defence 

science. But he realised that moving into 

managerial roles needed broader skills, 

which led him to accountancy. You can 

read about his story on page 12.

Finally, AB’s columnists (pages 16-18) 

give their views on how emerging Asian 

economies will fare in the second half 

of this year; how CFOs need to help 

companies rethink the way they do 

business in the light of global tariff wars; 

and why everyone must act ethically. AB

Colette Steckel, Asia editor

colette.steckel@accaglobal.com

This month sees the kick-off of the 
World Cup in Russia, but the build up 
to the tournament has been far from 
slick. Having been mired in scandal, 
governing body Fifa has had to rebuild 
its reputation. Our article on page 36 
looks at the financial wins and losses 
expected from the World Cup.

The latest advances in digital 

technology bring with it opportunities 

and challenges for business. But are 

CFOs getting to grips with the new 

technology and how to embed it within 

an organisation? On page 24, we 

consider the findings of a recent ACCA 

report, The race for relevance, which 

explores the key steps required for an 

implementation programme around six 

technologies of benefit to the finance 

function: cloud, cyber, social media, 

analytics, RPA and AI.

The UK’s referendum decision last June 

to leave the European Union has set in 

motion a non-stop round of negotiations 

on a withdrawal that seeks to keep all 

parties happy. But despite the political 

wrangling, the UK is still very much 

open for business, attracting foreign 
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US guitar fi rm Gibson, 
lauded by generations of 
musicians including Guns 
N’ Roses’ Slash, fi led for 
bankruptcy protection 
as it struggled with 
US$500m of debt. In 2014 
the company acquired 
Philips’s consumer audio 
division for US$135m.

Chinese smartphone 
maker Xiaomi fi led to list 
on Hong Kong’s stock 
market – the biggest 
initial public offering (IPO) 
so far in 2018 and the 
largest since Alibaba’s 
raised US$25bn in 2014. 
The IPO is expected to 
raise up to US$10bn.

More than 40 UK 
businesses have pledged 
to eradicate single-use 
plastics in packaging by 
2025. Members of the UK 
Plastic Pact – including 
Nestlé and Coca-Cola 
– are responsible for 
over 80% of the UK’s 
supermarket packaging.

Japanese games giant 
Nintendo reported 
annual profi ts of 
US$1.28bn, a 36% rise, 
due to the continuing 
popularity of its Switch 
gaming console. 
Launched last year, Switch 
is Nintendo’s fastest-
selling games console. 
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IMF: beware BRI debt
International Monetary Fund managing director Christine 

Lagarde says that China’s Belt and Road initiative (BRI) 

is showing signs of progress in providing much-needed 

infrastructure to partner countries, but warns of potential 

debt risks in countries already highly leveraged. Speaking 

at a BRI conference in Beijing, Lagarde cited the Thailand-

China high-speed railway and construction of a manufacturing 

development zone in Kazakhstan as examples of 

infrastructure’s transformative impact. However, such ventures 

can also lead to a problematic increase in debt, potentially 

limiting other spending as debt service rises, and creating 

balance of payment challenges. ‘In countries where public 

debt is already high, careful management of financing terms 

is critical,’ she said, adding that the first challenge ‘is ensuring 

that Belt and Road only travels where it is needed’. 

For more on BRI, visit ACCA’s portal: bit.ly/ACCA-bri.

News roundup
This edition’s stories and infographics from across the globe, as well as a look at 
the latest developments and issues affecting the finance profession

Sustainability circle
Asia’s first Accounting 

for Sustainability Circle 

of Practice has been 

launched in Singapore. Nine 

companies present at the 

April launch included DBS 

Bank, CapitaLand, Japfa 

and Olam International. 

The initiative known as 

A4S was set up by HRH 

The Prince of Wales as a 

means of bringing together 

the finance community to 

embed effective responses 

to social and environmental 

risks and opportunities 

into finance processes and 

decision-making. Each 

Circle of Practice meeting 

is based around a series 

of workshops to review 

sustainable business practice 

and to learn, challenge 

and support each other to 

achieve progress. 

Confidence boost
The latest Global Economic 

Conditions Survey from 

ACCA and IMA (the Institute 

of Management Accountants) 

has found global economic 

confidence to be at its 

highest level since the survey 

began in Q1 2009, with 

strong growth since the start 

of 2017. Notably, confidence 

in North America rebounded 

strongly in the first quarter 

of 2018. ‘The outlook for 

the global economy is as 

good as it has been for 

some time,’ said Warner 

Johnston, head of ACCA 
USA. However, the report 

cautions that the biggest 

risk to the overall outlook 

is the possibility of a trade 

war between the US and 

China, as proposed measures 

including tariffs could 

escalate tension and impact 

other regions globally. 

Reporting complexity
The number of registered 

companies in Asia Pacific 

grew at a compound annual 

growth rate (CAGR) of 

nearly 10% between 2013 

and 2016, according to 

TMF Group research. China 

dominates in terms of new 

registered entities, but 

Australia, Malaysia, India, 

South Korea, the Philippines, 

New Zealand and Singapore 

are also seeing considerable 

growth. In response, regional 

regulators are increasing their 

local reporting requirements. 

As these changes increase 

both the volume and 

complexity of regulatory 

reporting, TMF Group’s 

report notes, the demand 

for good compliance and 

corporate governance 

professionals continues to 

increase year on year in key 

markets globally. 

Profits up
China Life, the country’s 

second-biggest insurer by 

market value, credits an 

accounting change with 

helping achieve a 120% rise 

in first-quarter profit. Net 

profit rose to CNY13.52bn 

(US$2.14bn) in the first 

three months of the year, 

compared with CNY6.15bn 

a year earlier, Reuters 

reported. According to the 

company, the significant 

improvement in net profit 

was ‘due to the impact of 

the update of discount rate 

assumption of reserves of 

the company’s traditional 

insurance contracts’. 

HKEX new horizons
The Hong Kong stock 

exchange (HKEX) has cleared 

the way for pre-revenue 

companies in emerging 

and innovative sectors to 

apply for listing on the 
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ACCA set to make impact at WCOA
Future-shaping research from ACCA looking at the role of 

emotional intelligence in fi nance will be in the spotlight at 

this November’s World Congress of Accountants in Sydney. 

ACCA members – who are entitled to a gold sponsor 

discount for the event – will also be able to explore the 

results of upcoming research on the role of artifi cial intelligence 

on fi nance professionals, and China’s Belt and Road initiative. 

Members attending the congress are also invited to a 

reception where they will be able to see their name on ACCA’s 

member wall, currently touring the globe to celebrate the 

200,000 member landmark, as well as network with fellow 

members and representatives of ACCA’s Council. 

Much of ACCA’s research is undertaken with partners, 

including KPMG and strategic alliance partner Chartered 

Accountants Australia and New Zealand. This will be 

highlighted as part of ACCA’s theme of ‘partnership’ for 

the event. A packed conference agenda addresses a wide range 

of issues, and includes high profi le speakers such as former UN 

secretary general Ban Ki-moon, Olympus whistleblower Michael 

Woodford and historian Professor Niall Ferguson.

The theme of the congress is Global Challenges: Global 

leaders, with a programme centered around building 

prosperity and acting in the public interest. 

For more, turn to page 66 and visit accaglobal.com/wcoa.

A question of cost
Fragmentation in global 

fi nancial regulation costs 

more than US$780bn 

a year, a survey by the 

International Federation of 

Accountants and Business 

at OECD has found. 

Regulatory Divergence: 
Costs, Risks, Impacts notes 

that regulatory divergence 

is resulting in material and 

increasing costs in the 

fi nancial sector globally, 

consuming an average of 5% 

to 10% of annual turnover. 

Respondents included risk 

management offi cers and 

senior leaders in the global 

fi nancial sector.

city’s bourse. HKEX chief 

executive Charles Li said the 

broadened listing regimen, 

effective from 30 April 2018, 

would make the Hong Kong 

market more relevant and 

even more competitive. 

‘After a remarkable four-

year journey of careful 

deliberation, HKEX’s new 

listing regime is fi nally open 

for business,’ he said. ‘We 

are now at the dawn of an 

exciting new era for Hong 

Kong’s capital markets.’

IESBA revamps code
The International Ethics 

Standards Board for 

Accountants (IESBA) 

has issued a completely 

rewritten Code of Ethics for 

Professional Accountants. 

The code brings together 

key ethics advances and 

is clearer about how 

accountants should deal with 

ethics and independence 

issues. IESBA chairman Dr 

Stavros Thomadakis said: 

‘This is a groundbreaking 

moment in the public 

interest. The code is now a 

signifi cantly strengthened 

platform, re-engineered 

for greater usability 

while maintaining global 

applicability. It underscores 

the importance of the 

fundamental principles for all 

professional accountants.’

SOEs reformed
Almost all of China’s central 

state-owned enterprises 

(SOEs) have been 

transformed into limited 

companies or corporations, 

according to the country’s 

75%

73%

75%
Cost of regulatory 
divergence is 
material to financial 
performance

73%
Cost of regulatory 
divergence has 
increased over the 
past five years

71%71%
Regulatory 
divergence is a 
barrier to extending 
operations in new 
regions

Regulation in response 
to the 2008 financial crisis 
drives increased costs

Brexit and protectionist politics 
are expected to increase costs 
for the next five years

top SOE regulator. The 

corporation system 

introduces shareholders, 

which helps defi ne operation 

responsibilities and make 

enterprises into independent 

market economy players. 

Xinhua reported that ‘this 

historic breakthrough in 

China’s SOE reform’ paves 

the way for further reforms 

such as equity diversifi cation 

and mixed ownership’. 

The reform helped trim 

over 8,300 redundant 

central SOE branches 

and saved management 

capital worth CNY13.5bn 

(US$2.14bn), the State-

owned Assets Supervision 

and Administration 

Commission shows. 
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Robotic process
Early adopters of robotic 

process automation (RPA) 

among Asia-Pacific financial 

services institutions are 

enjoying the benefits, 

according to a report from 

IDC Financial Insights. 

Ten companies studied 

for the report include 

ANZ Bank, DBS Bank, 

OCBC Bank, UOB, ICICI 

Bank, ICICI Lombard and 

Prudential Life Assurance. 

Apart from cost savings 

and fast implementation 

time, these institutions 

can reduce the turnaround 

time to complete a process 

significantly – early indicators 

point to a reduction of 

turnaround time by 50% to 

90%, said Michael Araneta, 

associate vice president 

of IDC Financial Insights 

Asia/Pacific. 

Too big to ignore
Digital currency has 

become ‘too big for the Big 

Four networks to ignore’, 

according to an article in 

Bloomberg. Consulting 

firms may be able to help 

companies navigate a 

fraught market but are 

moving hesitantly, the 

report notes. Eric Piscini, 

blockchain leader for the 

financial services group 

at Deloitte Consulting, is 

quoted as saying the firm 

has been advising some 

clients on what to do with an 

initial coin offering (ICO), but 

generally takes a ‘wait-and-

see’ approach on ICOs as 

the regulatory environment is 

changing so fast. 

Tax treaty
Malaysia has signed a 

multilateral instrument to curb 

the abuse and misuse of tax 

treaties, a document, which 

Datuk Seri Sabin Samitah, 

CEO of the Inland Revenue 

Board of Malaysia, says will 

have ‘a significant impact 

on the tax treaty network 

of our country’. ‘Malaysia 

is also part of the Global 

Forum on Transparency and 

Exchange of Information. 

‘We have stated our 

commitment to adhere to 

international standards with 

the implementation of the 

Automatic Exchange of 

information, beginning this 

year,’ he said in his keynote 

address at the Malaysian Tax 

Conference 2018. 

Getting it right
The Vietnamese government 

has clarified penalties for 

accounting administration 

failures. Effective from 1 May, 

the requirements have been 

tightened around the format 

of accounting vouchers, 

books, charts of accounts, 

financial statements and 

company governance of 

companies and entities 

operating in the country, 

revealing that even a minor 

transgression could result in 

significant financial penalties. 

No deterrent
The scale of bribery and 

corruption has shown no 

improvement globally 

since 2012, despite the 

unprecedented level of 

enforcement activity and 

introduction of new corporate 

criminal liability laws in that 

time, according to the 15th 

EY Global Fraud Survey. It 

found that despite regulators 

and law enforcement 

agencies around the world 

imposing more than US$11bn 

of financial penalties 

since 2012, 38% of global 

executives still believe 

bribery and corrupt practices 

remain prevalent in business. 

Regions in which corruption 

risks were higher than the 

global average included 

Central and Eastern Europe 

(47%), the Middle East (62%) 

and Latin America (74%).

 

Flexi dress
PwC Singapore has gone 

‘against the grain’ by 

introducing a flexible dress 

code for everyday wear. 

Trillion So, human capital 

leader at PwC Singapore, 

cites this as another concrete 

initiative to empower its 

people and align with the 

firm’s agenda to promote 

a flexible working culture. 

‘One of our firm’s priorities 

is to focus on wellbeing 

and providing a flexible 

workplace for all,’ she said. ‘I 

truly believe that people are 

most productive when they 

are given the flexibility to be 

the best they can be, and an 

organisation can play a part 

by being a catalyst to bring 

out the best in its people.’

All hail car-share
Competition in the ride-

hailing industry ‘has reached 

fever pitch’, says KPMG, 

reporting that the sector 

attracted massive venture 

capital investment in Q1 this 

year, accounting for four 

of the quarter’s five largest 

deals. This includes US$2.5bn 

raised by Singapore-based 

Grab; US$1.7bn raised by US-

based Lyft; US$1.5bn raised 

by Indonesia-based GO-JEK; 

and US$1.25bn raised by 

US-based Uber. Electric 

car manufacturer Faraday 

Future rounded out the top 

five, raising US$1.5bn. The 

US$49.3bn of venture capital 

investment raised across 

2,661 deals in Q1 was just 

shy of the global record for a 

single quarter.

Growth on track
Growth in developing East 

Asia and Pacific is expected 

to remain strong and reach 

6.3% in 2018, led by China, 

according to the latest World 

Bank regional economic 

forecast. After growing faster 

than anticipated in 2017, 

China’s growth forecast this 

year is 6.5% as its economy 

continues to rebalance away 

from investment and towards 

domestic consumption, with 

policies that focus more on 

slowing credit expansion 

and improving the quality 

of growth. The World Bank 

says its positive outlook is 

underpinned by prospects 

for a continued broad-

based global recovery and 

robust domestic demand, 

while qualifying that ‘still, 

emerging risks to stability 

and sustained growth require 

close attention’. AB

Compiled by Peta Tomlinson, 

journalist 
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CVi

2016
Head of corporate venturing, Philips ASEAN Pacific 

2014
Director, private equity, Standard Chartered Bank 

2009
Joined the private equity investment arm of Standard 

Chartered Bank

2007
International graduate in finance, group treasury and traded 

credit risk management, Standard Chartered Bank

2006
Project engineer at Defence Science and Technology Agency

Engineering a solution
For Anselm Tan FCCA, head of corporate venturing at Philips ASEAN Pacific, a 
background in engineering and a passion for innovation are vital tools for the role

S ince entering the workforce more than a decade ago, 
Anselm Tan FCCA, head of corporate venturing at 
Philips ASEAN Pacific, has held three very different 

roles. After starting with a stint in defence science, he 
moved into finance, and now healthcare. In addition, he 
also holds professional qualifications in both engineering 
and accountancy. Today, he’s using his experience and 
unique skillset to help startup companies achieve success. 

Tan synergises this unique combination of skills in his 

corporate venturing role at Philips, which he has held 

for the past two years. His role involves partnering with 

innovative technology startups to drive the creation and 

commercialisation of scalable health solutions.

‘A good understanding of finance and the application of 

scientific principles can help with business model innovation 

in the new digital age, also referred to as Industry 4.0,’ 

Tan explains, adding that the future will see ‘an increase 

in multidisciplinary programmes, such as engineering and 

accountancy or business, which will lead to the emergence 

of a new breed of engineers with sound business acumen. 

I’m excited to see what comes from it.’

As someone with a keen interest in science and 

technology, Tan was able to excel in electrical and electronics 

engineering at university, experimenting with mobile agents 

and micro-nano technologies, earning him a first-class honours 

degree in the process. He then joined Singapore’s Defence 

Science and Technology Agency (DSTA) as a project engineer. 

Within his first few months, his job scope was expanded 

to include the roles of systems manager and knowledge 

manager. This meant that in addition to developing 

engineering solutions, he was now involved in tasks such 

as contract negotiations, budgeting and managing the 

information assets in the organisation.

It was at this point, however, that Tan realised that there 

were certain knowledge gaps that hindered his ability to 

progress. ‘What I lacked, which was helpful in my work doing 

funds approval and budgeting, was finance skills,’ he says.

More than a year into his job at DSTA, Tan came across an 

opportunity to join Standard Chartered Bank’s international 

graduate programme, specialising in finance. ‘Even though 

I didn’t know much about preparing financial statements or 

credit or debit accounting entries, I thought that these were 

definitely good skills to pick up early in my career. So, I said to 

myself, “why not give it a shot?”’ he recalls.

For the next two years, he went through an intensive 

programme rotating around the various functions of the 

bank, such as financial and management reporting, traded 

credit risk management and group treasury. At the same time, 

he also started working towards the ACCA Qualification – a 

requirement for the role. ‘It was a challenge learning on the 

job and having to sit for the ACCA examinations,’ he admits. 

‘But it was worth it, as accounting skills are required in every 

company. It helps you to better understand a business, and to 

tell a story with data and numbers.’

 

Personal experience
After eight years at Standard Chartered – six of which were 

spent with the bank’s private equity business, which makes 

investments across a range of industries – Tan moved to Philips, 

one of the world’s leading health technology companies. 

Healthcare is an area he feels strongly about, having the 

personal experience of journeying with family members who 

were diagnosed with chronic illnesses, as well as the premature 
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birth of his son. He noticed the 

gaps that existed in the healthcare 

system, and saw how advances in 

health technology could make a 

true difference in the outcomes for 

people.

More than that, he also recognised 

a growing need for healthcare, due 

to Asia’s rapidly ageing population. 

‘By 2030, Asia will house 60% of the 

world’s elderly, and more than 25% of 

Singapore’s population will be aged 

65 and above,’ he explains. ‘The 

shifts in population structure and 

growing demands of healthcare will 

put increasing pressure on our systems. The good news in this 

is that we are living longer lives. Global average life expectancy 

increased by five years between 2000 and 2015, when we have 

seen improvements in child survival and reducing poverty. We 

now need to transform the design and delivery of healthcare 

towards prevention and value-based care.’

Joint initiative
In order for Philips to achieve 

its aim of strengthening the 

local and regional healthcare 

ecosystem, the company embarked 

on a strategy of innovation and 

collaboration. 

Part of this plan includes 

working with startups to come up 

with better healthcare solutions. 

And it’s not just Philips that 

benefits: in addition to funding, 

startups also enjoy access to 

networks, customers, market and 

clinical insights, and technology, 

which puts them in a better position to succeed.

‘Startups, across many sectors, are driving a lot of the 

innovation you see today,’ Tan explains. ‘By combining our 

strengths, we can deliver better solutions for our customers. 

Also, by making investments to fuel health technologies, we 

can drive change and improvement in the healthcare system. 

‘By making 
investments 

to fuel health 
technologies, we can 

drive change and 
improvement in the 
healthcare system’
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Basicsi

Philips is a leading health technology company focused on 

improving people’s health and enabling better outcomes in 

areas including prevention, diagnosis, treatment and home 

care. The company leverages advanced technology and 

deep clinical and consumer insights to deliver integrated 

solutions. Headquartered in the Netherlands,Philips is a 

leader in diagnostic imaging, image-guided therapy, patient 

monitoring and health informatics, as well as in consumer 

health and homecare. The multinational company, which saw 

a 4% rise in like-for-like sales to €17.87bn in 2017, employs 

around 74,000 employees in more than 100 countries.

opportunities for him. ‘Accountants are employed across all 

sectors and play a critical role in the manner that business 

activities are conducted,’ he says. ‘They have a responsibility 

towards those who rely on their work, such as management, 

investors, creditors and regulators.’

To keep his skills up to date, Tan participates in ACCA 

activities such as partner lunches to learn more about the 

latest initiatives, as well as taking part in discussion forums. 

Recognising the importance for professionals to develop their 

ethical skills, he also recently took ACCA’s newly revised Ethics 

and Professional Skills Module, which he finds engaging. 

Indeed, the importance that Tan places on ethics can be 

seen in his advice for accountancy professionals looking to 

climb the corporate ladder. ‘Ultimately, how you climb is more 

important,’ he says. ‘Act with integrity, courage and honesty, 

and focus on building trust and relationships.’

Asked if there are other areas besides finance and healthcare 

that he would like to pursue, Tan replies, without hesitation: 

‘Spacetech. The wealth of knowledge that space exploration 

offers could be vital for us.’ He describes how his three-year-

old son recently asked during an evening stroll in the park if 

he could touch the moon. ‘The quick response may be that we 

cannot. But if you think about it, some day it can be a possibility. 

It will cost more than US$100m for a ticket to the moon. 

However, look at genome sequencing. In the past decade, the 

cost of generating a human genome sequence has dropped 

from US$10m to US$1,000. Such are the marvels of technology.’ 

These are, without a doubt, the words of someone who 

wholeheartedly believes in the potential of technology. Tan is 

keen to point out that ultimately, technology advances must 

serve the good of humanity. AB

Rufus Tan, journalist

We believe that no single company can provide all the 

solutions across the health continuum.’

There are, however, some challenges that Tan has had to 

deal with. Company culture, for one, can be very different 

between a large corporation such as Philips and small 

startups. The key, he says, is to be open and transparent in 

your approach, and recognise that each startup is unique. 

‘You need to understand their individual needs, which differ 

depending on which stage they are in and the space that 

they are addressing,’ he explains.

Internally, Philips has also had to put in place a framework 

and a corporate innovation strategy to explicitly include 

engagement with startups as one of its goals. Today, this is 

bearing fruit through the Philips APAC Center – something 

Tan says he is ‘very proud about’. The centre’s innovative 

solutions include a continuous care monitoring room where 

healthcare professionals can remotely monitor the health of 

home-based patients, and the health continuum space, which 

is a configurable facility where multiple scenarios can be run.

Tan’s involvement with startups extends beyond his 

immediate work sphere. He has been a trainer, speaker, 

judge and consultant at programmes to catalyse innovation 

and entrepreneurship, and is also involved as a mentor at 

accelerators and startup communities, such as AIRmaker – an 

internet of things-focused accelerator – and Found – a network 

of entrepreneurs. His interest in startups can be traced back 

to his university days, where as part of an entrepreneurship 

course he developed a prototype and business solution for an 

activity monitoring device for an elderly care centre – an area 

he and his teammates found to be particularly meaningful and 

continues to inform his work. ‘Today, I have the opportunity to 

engage daring founders who are building their company to 

make life better,’ he says.

Wealth of experience 
Tan’s experience of studying, volunteering and working 

in more than 15 countries across five continents has also 

informed his current role. For example, through volunteering 

in developing countries such as Cambodia, Kenya and the 

Philippines, he has been able to experience first-hand how 

technology has helped to make lives better. He recalls a trip 

to Cambodia during his undergraduate days where he helped 

to build a new classroom, fitted with solar panels, in a village 

with no electricity. ‘I marvelled at how technology could help 

support basic needs by powering a classroom to bring lighting 

and education for the children in this village,’ he says.

Another area that Tan feels has made a positive impact 

on his career was his decision to pursue accountancy 

qualifications – something that he says has helped open new 
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Managing change
CFOs must help companies rethink the way they do business and take advantage of 
new opportunities as China and the US reset their relationship, says Cesar Bacani

be used back home. Other restrictions 

could include tighter scrutiny of Chinese 

companies doing M&A in the US.

Investment and exports by companies 

in the two countries will suffer as the 

two sides engage in more tit-for-tat 

retaliation. CFOs in these companies 

will have their work cut out in helping 

the board navigate perilous waters.

But there will be opportunities too. 

Stymied in the US, China would be 

looking for technology transfer from 

other sources, including organisations 

in Europe and Japan. Companies 

in non-US jurisdictions can emerge 

winners in terms of investment, market 

access, asset purchases and so on. 

American companies that use China as 

a production base would be looking 

for other sites, and South-East Asia, 

including Indonesia, Malaysia and the 

Philippines, could benefit.

It is true that the uncertainty will affect 

global trade and the global economy. 

When the world’s two largest economies 

battle it out, their stomping can damage 

unwary and less agile businesses. 

And this disruptive reset in China-US 

strategic relations comes at a time of 

adjustments in financial management 

required by the normalisation of ultra-

low interest rates in the US, Europe and 

Japan, and as China intensifies economic 

and business reforms in reference to 

foreign and domestic capital.

The mission of the CFO and the 

finance team to provide ballast and 

prudent direction becomes more 

relevant than ever. AB

Cesar Bacani is editor-in-chief of 

CFO Innovation

In a previous column, I wrote that 
Donald Trump’s decision to impose 
tariffs on imports of washing machines 
and solar cells in February could be 
political posturing in the run up to the 
mid-term elections in November.

I’m beginning to think I was wrong. 

In March, the US extended the tariffs to 

steel and aluminium. Beijing retaliated 

with tariffs on 128 American products 

and the US announced levies on 

1,333 Chinese export categories and 

then threatened more tariffs as China 

required importers of US sorghum to 

pay a deposit equal to 178% of the 

value of the shipment.

So not simply political posturing. 

Indeed, Alicia Garcia Herrero, chief 

economist Asia Pacific at French 

banking group Natixis, told me in an 

interview that 800 of the 1,333 items 

the US is targeting are so-called China 

Manufacturing 2025 products that 

are not yet at full production, but are 

intended to become so by 2025.

The suggestion is that Trump may 

have meant to just score political points, 

but the more strategically minded in his 

administration are using what he started 

to hinder China’s ambitious technology 

programme. In this reading, China 

Manufacturing 2025 is a national security 

threat to the US, if China’s technological 

advances translate into weapons that 

challenge US supremacy.

Thus, even if Trump fades from the 

scene, China-US relations will remain 

tense. The US is expected to restrict 

technology exports to China and 

limit visas to Chinese students and 

technology workers, who may be picking 

up knowledge and skills that will then 

When the world’s 
two largest 

economies battle it 
out, their stomping 

can damage 
unwary and less 
agile businesses
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Ethics seldom 
catches the public’s 

attention until 
a breach surfaces 

and an entire 
profession risks 

being tainted by it

Work in progress
The revamped International Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants aims to put 
doing the right thing at the heart of a dynamic global economy, says Errol Oh

Accountants (IESBA), an independent 

standard-setting body facilitated by the 

International Federation of Accountants. 

It has been completely rewritten so that 

it is easier to navigate, use and enforce. 

It also takes into account key advances 

over the past four years, and is clearer 

about how accountants should deal with 

ethics and independence issues.

The new code becomes effective 

in June 2019 but the work cannot 

end there, of course, and IESBA 

has proposed a strategy and work 

plan (SWP) to cover 2019 to 2023; a 

consultation paper is open until 16 July.

The board says the proposed SWP 

‘projects the IESBA’s vision for the 

Code in the global economy’. It adds 

that its future priorities and actions will 

be guided by three strategic themes: 

advancing the code’s relevance and 

impact; deepening and expanding 

its influence; and enriching IESBA’s 

perspectives and inputs. This explains 

why the document is titled Elevating 
Ethics in a Dynamic and Uncertain World. 

Ethics seldom catches the public’s 

attention until a breach surfaces that can 

potentially affect many people and an 

entire profession risks being tainted by 

it. Otherwise, the most convenient thing 

to do is to assume that all is well with 

the profession’s ethical standards. But 

taking the easy road will rarely, if ever, 

bring us to the best solutions. 

There ought to be wide participation 

from stakeholders when a profession 

seeks views on its efforts to improve its 

code of ethics. Hopefully, this will be the 

case with IESBA’s proposed SWP. AB

Errol Oh is executive editor of The Star

Imagine a world in which ethical 
standards mean nothing to 
professionals. In this alternate reality, 
engineers, architects, lawyers, doctors 
and accountants are not compelled 
to act in the public interest and are 
instead free to focus solely on what 
clients and employers want.

This is bound to often lead to subpar 

work, dishonesty and a tendency to 

neglect the long term and the big 

picture. Eventually, there will be little 

public trust and confidence in these so-

called professionals.

Fortunately, in the world we live in, 

every self-respecting profession is well 

aware of the need to have codes of 

ethics. These codes are never meant to 

be cure-alls that wipe out unprofessional 

conduct, but they set clear expectations 

and the professionals understand that 

there may be harsh consequences if 

they stray from these rules.

How ethics are dealt with is a 

measure of a profession’s awareness 

of its roles and responsibilities, which 

can be dynamic and thus require 

responsiveness. One example is 

ACCA’s introduction last October of 

a new Ethics and Professional Skills 

module that is designed to enhance 

employability. It shows that employers 

increasingly value accountants who can 

be relied upon to behave ethically.

On a broader stage, the recent 

release of the revamped International 

Code of Ethics for Professional 

Accountants is a comforting sign that 

the accountancy profession maintains 

an ongoing and active dialogue on 

ethics. The code is put together by the 

International Ethics Standards Board for 
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Fasten your seatbelts
Global economic activity may be predicted to strengthen in the second half of this year, 
but emerging Asian economies still face possible turbulence, says Manu Bhaskaran

a resolution of their trade differences, 

since neither wants a full-blown trade 

war. But as robust demand in the US 

economy feeds a larger current account 

deficit, protectionist sentiments in the 

US can only rise. Asian manufacturing 

economies can only suffer from this.

On one level, political risks in Asia 

seem to have diminished. North and 

South Korea have pledged to complete 

a peace treaty. President Trump is set 

to meet North Korean leader Kim Jong-

un. Tensions have now eased between 

China and India. The South China Sea 

disputes have also calmed down. 

However, troubles in the Middle East 

could upset things for Asia. President 

Trump appears set to pull the US out of 

the nuclear deal with Iran. At the same 

time, there have been Israeli air strikes 

against facilities in Syria operated by 

Iran – a nastier clash between Israel 

and Iran cannot be ruled out. Asian 

economies, many of them dependent 

on imported oil, will have to pay higher 

prices for oil as the risk premium in 

oil prices rises further. Moreover, an 

Iranian crisis could well morph into a 

wider regional crisis, given the multiple 

flashpoints in the Middle East. This 

could also inflame passions within 

Muslim communities in South-East Asia.

The bottom line is that even as global 

economic activity regains vigour in the 

coming months, financial risks will rise 

for developing Asian economies. If the 

worst comes to pass in the Middle East, 

a surge in oil prices could also derail 

economic growth. AB

Manu Bhaskaran is CEO of Centennial 

Asia Advisors in Singapore

Three sets of risks have combined in 
recent weeks to cause the risk-reward 
trade-off in emerging Asian economies 
to deteriorate: higher bond yields, 
worsening structural threats to world 
trade, and geopolitical risks. 

Although the global economy has 

slowed in recent months, the lead 

indicators remain strong, suggesting 

that it should regain momentum in 

the second half of the year. Indeed, 

there are signs that capital spending 

is reviving, while higher government 

spending in the US, Europe and many 

developing countries will also act as an 

additional engine of growth. 

Consequently, monetary tightening 

in the US and elsewhere will continue, 

perhaps even intensify. Not only will 

policy rates rise, but central banks will 

cut back on the easy money they are 

adding to the financial system. As a 

result, a further rise in long-term interest 

rates is likely. At the same time, the US 

dollar is likely to see continued strength.

The combination of a stronger dollar 

and diminished liquidity tends to 

disadvantage emerging economies. 

Despite a likely improvement in 

global demand for their exports, 

Asian economies could witness capital 

outflows depressing their currencies, 

bond and equity prices. Countries 

with current account deficits not fully 

funded by stable capital flows, such as 

foreign direct investment, will come 

under pressure.

The rising tensions between the US 

and China, and the aggressive stance 

taken by the American administration 

on trade matters, are bad news for Asia. 

The US and China are likely to negotiate 

Asian economies 
could witness 

capital outflows 
depressing their 
currencies, bond 

and equity prices
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Leading together
Leo Lee celebrates the two-year anniversary of the ACCA and CA ANZ alliance 
and the many benefits it has brought to members around the world

For those of you who can attend, the 

World Congress will be an excellent 

opportunity to come together with 

CA ANZ, to take stock of the things that 

we have achieved so far and to think 

about where we can go next.

It’s our global connectivity that helps 

us to lead and shape the profession, 

and I am excited to see where this 

strategic alliance takes us next. AB

Leo Lee FCCA is retired, but 

formerly held various roles at the 

Securities and Futures Commission of 

Hong Kong and is past president of 

ACCA Hong Kong

This month marks two years of the 
strategic alliance between ACCA and 
CA ANZ. How the time has flown.

When we first came together in 2016, 

I remember the excitement I felt about 

this strengthened relationship – as 

someone from the Asia Pacific region, 

I was enthusiastic about the many 

ways that ACCA and CA ANZ could 

collaborate in this region, and the 

benefits that this provided to members 

around the world.

In the months since, and particularly 

in my time so far as president, I have 

witnessed these benefits in action. It has 

been so satisfying to see members from 

ACCA and CA ANZ coming together for 

discussions, events and projects.

Our members have formed networks 

and connections, our bodies have 

been working together on new and 

thought-provoking pieces of research, 

and I have joined my counterpart Jane 

Stanton from CA ANZ in presenting a 

unified voice to key stakeholders on 

issues important to the future of the 

global profession.

We now work together on 

Accountancy Futures, a twice-yearly 

magazine that looks at critical issues 

facing tomorrow’s finance professionals, 

and showcases the research and 

insights research work carried out by 

both bodies. The latest edition came 

out recently and you can find it at 

accaglobal.com/alliance. Together, we 

are able to lead the way as the global 

accountancy profession faces the many 

challenges and opportunities of a 

rapidly changing world.

It is particularly fitting that this year’s 

World Congress of Accountants will 

be in Sydney, Australia, in November. I 

can’t think of a better setting to bring 

our members together, with ACCA 

as a gold sponsor and CA ANZ as 

co-host. And with a conference theme 

of ‘global challenges: global leaders’, I 

think we will have plenty of insights and 

experiences to share with delegates. 

We will be taking this opportunity 

to present some joint research into 

the technological advances most 

likely to disrupt the profession in the 

coming years. There will also be special 

opportunities for ACCA members – 

see the back page of this edition and 

accaglobal.com/wcoa for more.
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SURVEY OPEN 4-25 JULY

How can we best support your development and career ambitions? 
We’re designing the next generation of CPD support so please help 
us to shape your future. Complete the survey at:

www.accaglobal.com/CPDsurvey

CPD support 
Have your say, 
we’re listening

www.accaglobal.com/CPDsurvey


Older and wiser
Older accountants who want to keep 

working past the usual 60-something 

retirement age are finding a niche in 

smaller firms, according to a report 

by Bloomberg. Described by one 

interviewee as ‘a talent gift to smaller 

companies’, seasoned professionals 

don’t need to be trained, have 

experience and contacts that can bring 

in new business, and possess ‘important 

knowledge to pass to younger 

employees’. Another opined on the 

advantages of a multi-generational 

workforce: ‘You can have a 22-year-old 

who is wise beyond their years and 

someone in their 70s who is motivated 

and willing to embrace changes.’

Fraud report
Annual fraud losses now total US$7bn 

worldwide, according to the Association 

of Certified Fraud Examiners’ 2018 

report. The median duration of a 

fraud scheme was 16 months, and 

tips were ‘by far’ the most common 

initial detection method (40%). Internal 

control weaknesses were responsible 

for nearly half of all frauds, where in 

22% of cases the losses amounted to 

US$1m-plus. Only 4% of perpetrators 

had a prior fraud conviction, according 

to the report.

The view from
Amon Jiang FCCA, group finance director, isobar 
China Group, Shanghai, and keen photographer

China is becoming one of 
the world’s most innovative 
markets. The share 

economy, environmentally 

friendly technology, AI, 

driverless cars, mobile 

payments – all this and 

more is already impacting 

peoples’ lives here. In 2016, Chinese 

consumers spent $5.5 trillion via mobile 

payment platforms, about 50 times 

more than their US counterparts. I rarely 

carry cash or a credit card – a mobile 

phone can cover almost everything. 

As one of the world’s fastest-growing 
and most innovative markets, China 
can offer endless opportunities to 
ambitious people. Three out of the 

four youngest on the China Rich List 

are self-made tech entrepreneurs, or 

‘new economy entrepreneurs’. The fact 

that more and more successful new 

economy businesses have been created 

and managed by younger people 

demonstrates that China is becoming 

more open and showing a greater 

desire for change and innovation. 

I am so proud of being part of isobar 
and being able to grow together with 
this reputable digital brand for the 
past five years. I can still remember 

my excitement when we were named 

Digital Agency of the Year by Campaign 

Asia in December 2017.

If I weren’t an accountant, I’d be a 
freelance photographer. I wish one 

day to travel the world with my wife, 

and capture amazing scenes and 

unforgettable moments. AB

An era of 
transformation and 
disruption for both 

business and the 
finance profession 

is coming

As the group finance 
director of isobar China 
Group, I manage the 
finance function for six 
digital creative brands, 
with a focus on playing a 
business partner role to 
the management team. 
The most exciting part of my role is 

being able to work closely with a team 

of talented and creative people in a 

dynamic business environment, and 

to experience China’s fast economic 

growth. The feeling of being part of this 

and in some way playing a pioneering 

role that leads the industry and changes 

the ecosystem is great.

An era of transformation and 
disruption for both business and the 
finance profession is coming. This 

is especially true for the advertising 

and communication industry in China. 

Everything is changing at an amazing 

speed – technology, platforms, 

consumer behaviour – and it has driven 

industry transformation. We expect such 

disruptive forces can only accelerate. 

38% 
of global executives still believe bribery 
and corrupt practices remain prevalent 
in business, despite US$11bn of 
financial penalties since 2012.
Source: EY  
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Software Description 

IBM Building on from the more ‘traditional’ Cognos, Watson has 
become part-celebrity in this environment and has been a 
case study for many studying accountants.

Microsoft Power BI A new kid on the block, the software giant has made no 
secret of the fact it wants to cut out the middle man and has 
set its price and ease of use accordingly. The joke often told 
that the only three buttons any management information 
system requires are ‘OK’, ‘Cancel’ and ‘Export to Excel’ 
becomes more relevant by the day. 

Oracle Favoured by businesses using its software already, it is 
recognised for having powerful BI and visualisation tools.

Qlik Offering a suite of tools (QlikView is particularly well known), 
this software focuses on self-service business intelligence.

Salesforce Well known for its customer relationship management 
(CRM) system, Salesforce offers a range of BI tools such 
as Einstein Analytics.

SAP Many organisations use the enterprise resource planning 
(ERP) tool, so SAP has developed several BI tools to work in 
tandem, such as BusinessObjects and SAP Analytics Cloud.

SAS SAS has various tools that provide visual reporting solutions 
(visual analytics) and powerful tools more often in the realm 
of data scientists than data analysts.

Tableau This is one of the original entrants in the BI arena, offering 
visualisation tools with real-time and predictive analytics.

What’s out there?

Putting more ‘I’ in ‘BI’
More than 150 software companies have jumped on the information highway 
bandwagon. But how do you use business intelligence intelligently, asks Liam Bastick

21 days old or worse. Knowledge and 

wisdom based on these methods were 

mere pipedreams.

With a lack of agility, flexibility and 

timeliness, these mechanisms made 

the term ‘business intelligence’ (BI) 

the epitomal oxymoron. The speed of 

change had to change speedily.

Many companies have tried to plug 

this expectation gap. Some have tried 

to take the organisation along the 

whole journey, from data to wisdom; 

others have focused on key areas such 

as informative charts and dashboards. 

There’s nothing wrong with seeking a 

complete solution or a simple fix as long 

as the end user recognises what the 

tools address and, just as importantly, 

how expensive they are. That’s right: you 

have to analyse the analytical tools.

What are the key objectives of BI tools?

* Extraction: data is pulled from one 

or more sources (data).

* Transformation: data is manipulated 

and/or cleaned so that it may 

be analysed more efficiently 

(information).

* Loading: data is added to a 

reporting system (information).

* Calculation, relation and correlation: 

data is linked as relationships 

are defined and calculations are 

performed to gain knowledge.

* Reporting and what-if analysis: 

outputs are prepared numerically 

or graphically with the ability to 

perform sensitivity and scenario 

analyses (knowledge and wisdom).

When assessing such revolutionary 

tools, here are 10 important questions:

1. Can this solution access my business 

data? Not everything is in Excel; 

In today’s competitive environment, 
the need for timely data that can be 
sliced and diced in a myriad of ways 
has never been more essential.

Senior managers need access to sales 

and costs reports instantaneously to 

identify trends, recognise issues and 

allow their companies to steal a march 

on rivals. Many organisations attempt to 

collate this with the humble spreadsheet 

– a reliable solution but not one that 

takes data by the scruff of the neck and 

wrings out the knowledge in an efficient 

and effective way. It’s very old school.

The paradigm has shifted and 

dynamic change is what’s needed – not 

just from businesses but from service 

providers too. More than 150 software 

companies have jumped on the 

information highway bandwagon to turn 

data into something, well, more.

In the past, spreadsheets and 

management information systems 

typically served up a succession 

of knowledge metrics, namely key 

performance indicators (KPIs) that were 

relevant 18 months previously when 

the process was decided, with results 
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no matter how sophisticated and 

clever the tool is, if it cannot forge 

links to the required data sources, it 

is not right for you.

2. How easy is it to work with live 

data? Foreign exchange traders will 

not accept monthly updating. An 

extreme example, of course, but 

the point is well made: how easy 

is it to update data and how long 

does that process take?

3. How easy is it to create ad hoc 

reports? Even top-spec software 

needs to be customisable. KPIs 

move on and, as information leads 

to knowledge, wisdom will require 

changes to reporting over time and 

other dimensions. Can new data 

be added from new sources with 

relative ease? Can granularity of 

data be modified?

4. Does it provide automated insights? 

Today’s analyst needs to analyse 

rather than prepare. Tomorrow’s 

analyst will seek help in finding 

correlations in large datasets that 

may be too unwieldy for the less 

experienced or time-poor.

5. Is it user-friendly? Access is much 

more powerful than everyone’s 

second favourite software, Excel 

8. How easy is it to share the 

outputs, workload, reports etc? 

Some tools require logging into 

a secure system, which prevents 

customers, shareholders and other 

key stakeholders from accessing 

information that may be relevant. 

Can reporting be shared inter- and 

intra-departmentally?

9. Does the software require internet 

access? Many businesses do not 

trust the non-fluffy cloud or operate 

in strict regimes where placing data 

on third-party servers is prohibited. 

This is often a deal-breaker.

10. How secure is the data? Some 

systems are more secure than 

others. These systems tend to be 

less flexible and more expensive, so 

a trade-off must be considered. 

It is difficult to determine what is 

right for you, but there are the ‘usual 

suspects’ (see box opposite).  

The options can be daunting, 

but it’s riskier to continue to rely on 

spreadsheeting. Manage your data now 

before it manages your organisation. AB

Liam Bastick is director of financial 

modelling specialists SumProduct 

(sumproduct.com)

– but it’s not used because it is 

more sophisticated and unforgiving 

of mistakes. Software requiring 

PhDs in IT is unlikely to lead the 

market or be a term of endearment 

for analysts.

6. What’s the bang for buck? What 

does it deliver per element 

of scarce resource? This may 

not be a dollar figure: it may 

be reporting time, staff hours, 

computing requirements, 

bandwidth and so on.

7. What is the level of customer 

support? Is it easy to get answers 

to questions quickly? Do answers 

make sense and come from a 

helpdesk you trust?  

There’s nothing 
wrong with seeking 
a complete solution 

or a simple fix as 
long as the end 
user recognises 

what the tools 
address
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Tapping into tech
For CFOs and the finance function the latest advances in digital technology are 
creating significant opportunities for operations. But with these come challenges

to manage an increasing amount 

of the day-to-day work in finance. It 

can therefore free up finance staff to 

perform more value-added activities. 

Jawad Jamil, CFO at Gulf Healthcare 

International, reports significantly 

improved efficiency and productivity as 

a result of introducing more automated 

processes. ‘It has allowed us to be 

more customer-focused and allocate 

resources towards growth,’ he says. 

‘It has led us to pursue projects that 

previously would have required a higher 

degree of investment costs.’

While RPA is relatively well 

established, AI is only just beginning to 

be incorporated into finance function 

technologies. AI involves developing 

computer systems able to perform 

tasks that normally require human 

intelligence, such as visual perception, 

speech recognition and decision-

making. RPA and AI technologies 

are complementary and can be 

implemented together or individually. 

Next logical step
In finance, AI could have a number of 

applications, such as resolving data 

queries identified from RPA data input. 

‘Machine learning is the next logical 

step to liberate finance professionals 

from redundant, low-value work,’ 

says Thomas Zipperle, CFO of SAP 

South East Asia. ‘Greater automation 

means improved data accuracy. No 

matter how small or large the digital 

investment, finance teams can build 

trust with the accuracy of automated 

data analysis. It also means we can focus 

on value-added activities that AI can’t 

easily replicate.’

Digital technology is revolutionising 
the way that successful businesses 
operate. It is opening new channels 
to market, creating additional ways to 
connect with customers, and enabling 
new opportunities for accessing, 
processing and interpreting data. For 
finance functions too, it presents a 
significant opportunity. Technology can 
enhance the performance of traditional 
activities, and help finance teams 
provide more powerful support to 
operational business units.

But getting the most from technology 

isn’t necessarily easy. Any investment 

needs to support organisational and 

finance objectives and has to be 

backed up by a clear business case. The 

impact on the organisation, particularly 

on existing roles and future talent 

needs, must also be understood. So 

how can CFOs get to grips with the 

technological opportunities open to 

them and maximise their chances of 

successful implementation?

A recent ACCA report, The race 
for relevance, explores technology 

opportunities for the finance function 

and identifies the key steps required 

for an implementation programme. 

Drawing on the experiences of more 

than 50 finance and industry experts, 

the report considers six technologies 

that can benefit the finance function: 

cloud, cyber, social media, analytics, 

robotic process automation (RPA) and 

artificial intelligence (AI). Between them, 

these six technologies can enhance 

finance processes, protect information 

assets, support internal and external 

communication, and improve corporate 

decision-making.

‘Analytics enables 
you to think 

forward, think 
strategically, about 

business goals 
and solutions’

The importance of analytics – the 

systematic computational analysis of 

data or statistics – has increased with 

the proliferation of data. Analytics can 

help companies to see patterns in their 

data that enable them to predict issues 

and triggers before they happen rather 

than simply react after the event. It can 

also speed up problem-solving and 

improve the quality of decision-making. 

Strategic analytics
CFOs who use analytics to combine 

finance data with other datasets will 

understand market trends better and be 

well placed to play a more strategic role. 

‘Analytics helps you to look at macro 

data, human behaviour and your own 

performance,’ says Sanjay Rughani, CEO 

of Standard Chartered Bank in Tanzania. 

‘You combine everything towards good 

decision-making. It enables you to 

think forward, think strategically, about 

business goals and solutions.’ 

RPA, which is software that can be 

easily programmed to perform basic 

tasks across applications, can be used 
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greater confidence in data security and 

resilience supports the development 

of new business services and improves 

finance function response times.

Similarly, CFOs already recognise the 

value of social media, which can help 

business to reach potential customers 

and CFOs to network with peers. In fact, 

failing to use social media effectively 

can now be seen as a sign of individual 

or corporate weakness. From an internal 

perspective too, social media can help 

to support effective communication 

and support the development of 

collaborative and innovative cultures.

Skills challenge
But if technology presents opportunities, 

it also brings challenges. One of the 

biggest is accessing the new skills that 

are needed across the finance function. 

Some existing staff may need to be 

upskilled – and younger staff may be 

able to educate more senior employees. 

Human intellect will also still be 

needed to address the risk of potential 

bias in the results generated by AI. 

Unintentional omissions in datasets, for 

example, can potentially skew results. 

So as a machine ‘learns’, users need to 

be aware of inherent bias and review 

output, adjusting datasets accordingly.

Cloud, cyber and social media 

technologies also offer benefits to 

finance functions and CFOs. Compared 

with legacy infrastructure, for example, 

cloud technologies provide high 

functionality at a low cost. They enable 

flexible and remote working, so that 

geographically dispersed teams can 

work on the same project in real time. 

The importance of cybersecurity 

needs no explanation. Investment 

in cyber-risk management needs to 

cover both technical defences, and 

remediation and recovery if a risk 

crystallises. Such investment can 

deliver real business benefits where 

Some specialist skills, however, may 

have to be brought in.

‘Finance is going to have to invest 

in people,’ says John Ashworth, senior 

vice president, finance operations, 

at pharmaceutical company Smith & 

Nephew. ‘You need to recognise that 

there are [people with] new and highly 

prized skills coming onto the market 

whom you need to go out to acquire – 

data analysts and data scientists.’ 

But just as new skills are needed, so 

old ones may become redundant. CFOs 

need to understand the organisational 

impact of technological change. 

Although individuals may move into 

alternative roles, headcounts are likely 

to go down in the long term. Finance 

professionals of the future, however, are 

likely to be working higher up the value 

chain, partnering with operational teams 

to increase revenues. AB

Sarah Perrin, journalist
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the UK is ranked the 10th easiest in 

terms of complexity. 

Generally, the UK tax environment 

for business is attractive although 

Chas Roy-Chowdhury, ACCA’s head of 

tax, warns that some recent measures 

intended to address tax evasion – 

such as plans to consider options 

for addressing the UK’s high VAT 

registration threshold, announced in the 

spring Budget statement – could add 

to complexity for businesses in the UK. 

‘Reducing the VAT registration threshold 

from the current £85,000 to somewhere 

nearer the EU average of £26,000 

meets a cash-driven agenda but not a 

simplification one,’ he says. ‘Increasing 

the VAT threshold would make life 

easier for a lot of businesses.’

Similarly, the debate over taxation in a 

digital marketplace could also make life 

more complicated for businesses in the 

UK. ‘The EU is looking at the VAT model 

for digital platforms such as the Amazon 

Marketplace, and one option is to make 

the platform owner responsible for 

making sure that its users pay the right 

amount of VAT,’ says Roy-Chowdhury. 

‘That may not be impossible for the 

very big digital companies but it would 

be a significant barrier for SMEs in a 

similar business.’

Brexit factor
And, of course, there is the most 

obvious challenge ahead: Brexit. Roy-

Chowdhury points out that there is 

little advantage in disaligning the UK’s 

regulatory and tax regime from the EU’s, 

and at the moment ’everything points 

towards the UK’s desire not to change 

very much’. Even so, the next two years 

The UK, as its government emphasises 
repeatedly, is open for business – and 
it is a magnet for foreign investment, 
with ever-growing numbers of 
projects under way.

The UK has many attractive qualities: 

an open market with good access 

to neighbouring regions, a healthy 

supply of skilled labour, attractive 

business tax rates (corporation tax, 

currently 19%, is due to fall to 17% in 

2020), generous R&D incentives and a 

business-friendly but robust regulatory 

framework. ‘There are also clear cultural 

advantages to doing business in the 

UK,’ says Sue Lawrence, UK managing 

director of TMF Group, which helps 

companies of all sizes comply with 

national and international rules and 

regulations. ‘Our clients like the fact that 

it’s cosmopolitan and entrepreneurial. 

Many countries are playing catch-up 

with the UK on that score.’

All of this makes the UK an attractive 

base for inbound businesses, but 

for anyone unfamiliar with local 

culture and regulation, navigating the 

requirements of a new market can be 

a huge challenge. The UK is in many 

respects easier than most. According 

to TMF Group’s Financial Complexity 

Index for 2018 (see box), it is one of 

the most straightforward jurisdictions 

of the 94 covered in which to set up 

and operate. With first place in the 

index’s ranking going to the jurisdiction 

that imposes most accounting and tax 

complexity, and 94th to the one with 

least complexity, the UK is in a good 

position at 72nd place. Within the 50 

jurisdictions that make up the European, 

Middle East and Africa (EMEA) region, 

It’s complicated
TMF Group’s Financial Complexity Index (FCI) looks at the complexities of 

maintaining tax and accounting compliance across 94 jurisdictions worldwide. The 

index is based on a survey of 74 detailed questions completed by TMF Group’s 

accounting and tax experts in each jurisdiction, scored and grouped into weighted 

complexity parameters (the core parameters are compliance, tax, reporting and 

bookkeeping). The analysis considers in particular the accounting and tax rules in 

each jurisdiction, how relevant regulations are incorporated into a business, and the 

risks of non-compliance. TMF Group’s experts were also asked to rank six complexity 

issues facing an international company when setting up in their local market. 

Globally, the top three were deemed to be:

* Regulation: The rate of change in each jurisdiction requiring increasing effort to 

meet the demands of legislative changes.

* Knowledge: The need to build a local knowledge base to avoid the risk of non-

compliance across all areas of finance.

* Technology: The increased use of technology by local authorities to deliver 

operational transparency.

See the 2018 FCI at tmf-group.com/FCI2018.

Destination UK
TMF Group, in association with ACCA, looks at the big issues for businesses setting 
up or expanding in the UK. What are the tax and accounting considerations?
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Cosier, director of corporate accounting 

at TMF Group. ‘If you have a UK bank 

account in place, for example, that will 

make VAT registration a lot smoother. 

We’re also finding that HMRC is asking 

for more information about new 

businesses than before – making sure 

or so are the great unknown – and that 

is affecting business confidence. The 

latest Global Economic Conditions 

Survey from ACCA and the IMA 

shows that while in the UK economic 

confidence is at its highest in a year, it 

has been very up and down since the 

referendum decision to leave the EU, 

although transitional arrangements have 

now been agreed, reducing the risk of 

the economy suffering a hard landing.

According to TMF Group, setting up 

business in the UK takes an average of 

13 days, but there are potential pitfalls. 

‘Opening a UK bank account can be a 

challenge and can easily take between 

three and six months,’ says Lawrence. 

‘One of the most important points is 

that it’s essential for companies to do 

things in the right order,’ adds Paula 

that you provide everything it asks for, 

and that it’s correct first time, will make 

the process much easier.

‘It’s not just about the initial work of 

setting up a business,’ she adds. ‘Once 

you’re up and running there are a lot of 

different deadlines, from tax payments 

to pension auto-enrolment to gender 

pay gap reporting for larger companies 

that have to be met. 

‘HMRC is very willing to fine 

businesses that pay or file late. It’s 

important to get all your ducks in a 

row from day one as the cost if you get 

something wrong – in terms of potential 

fines but also in terms of the effort and 

resources needed to correct it – can 

be huge.’ AB

Liz Fisher, journalist

The UK is an 
attractive base, 
but for anyone 

unfamiliar with 
local culture 

and regulation, 
navigating these can 
be a huge challenge

Content sponsored by TMF Group, which offers in-country expertise and knowledge to help 
businesses expand within and beyond their home markets. tmf-group.com
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The view from
Lee Shu Min ACCA, assistant manager, PwC Hong Kong 
and mainland China, on leaving a positive legacy

After a few years of audit 
work I moved to M&A 
advisory. I perform pre-deal 

financial due diligence and 

post-deal integration work 

at PwC. I like to consider 

myself a deal architect. 

I enjoy the feeling of 

satisfaction when deals go smoothly. 

I read a quote in The Economist that 

said M&A is like a marriage – a triumph 

of hope over experience. I enjoy 

witnessing successful marriages.

Hong Kong is a beautiful city where 
heritage blends well with modern 
society. Coming to the city from 

Malaysia was an opportunity that 

had never crossed my mind. It’s an 

interesting environment where I can 

work with locals or expatriates from all 

over the world.

In fact, moving to Hong Kong is my 
biggest achievement to date. I could 

not speak a single word of Cantonese 

and I had no friends here. I was taking 

a leap of faith. I do not like to measure 

achievements by grades; it’s about the 

experiences and the people you engage 

with along the way.

My aspiration is to create social impact 
– in business and outside of it. I hope 

to build trust in people around me and 

to leave a positive legacy. I also aspire 

to make the community I live in better.

If I weren’t an accountant, I’d be a 
musician – a pianist or violinist. Playing 

a musical instrument is therapeutic 

when I am overwhelmed at work. AB

As a young 
associate, it was 
a steep learning 

curve to conduct a 
proper interview or 

conversation with 
senior personnel

I started my career at a 
very young age, I was just 
20, right after completing 
my last ACCA paper. I’d 

always wanted to start my 

career early. I was inspired 

by the fascinating stories of 

working in finance shared by 

my professors during my university days, 

even despite someone once telling me 

that nobody in their right mind would 

find audit work enjoyable.

I started out as an auditor in one of 
the Big Four. As a young associate, I 

was assigned tasks that required me 

to speak to senior clients – general 

managers, CFOs, etc. It was a steep 

learning curve to conduct a proper 

interview or conversation with senior 

personnel. However, I’ve grown so much 

over time. The profession has taught 

me how I can advise and add value, not 

only by myself, but by reaching out to a 

global network for expert opinions. The 

business aspect (the client) has taught 

me so much about the commercial 

aspect of their operations.

61% 
of jurisdictions worldwide have fully 
adopted the international Code of 
Ethics for Professional Accountants.
Source: IFAC

KPMG’s new China office
KPMG has opened an office in Wuhan 

as China’s initiatives such as the Belt and 

Road, Yangtze River Economic Belt and 

Hubei Pilot Free Trade Zone deepen. 

Honson To, chairman, KPMG China and 

Asia Pacific, said the Wuhan office will 

be central to KPMG China, facilitating 

the upgrade of high-end services in the 

region, and driving the development 

of Wuhan and the surrounding areas. It 

will provide a variety of audit, tax and 

advisory services to local enterprises, 

public institutions and government 

organisations, including financial, tax, 

business information, investment, 

business management, global economy, 

market information and system advisory.

Blockchain Analyzer
EY has announced the pilot of the 

EY Blockchain Analyzer, a suite of 

blockchain audit technologies that 

enhances the ability to perform an 

in-depth review of cryptocurrency 

business transactions. The proprietary 

technology is designed to support EY 

audit teams as they perform audits 

for companies using cryptocurrencies 

and will lay the foundation for testing 

blockchain assets, liabilities, equity and 

smart contracts as companies adopt 

blockchain technologies.
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As well as transforming the way finance professionals 
work, the technology revolution will reshape 
relationships with clients, says Keith Underwood

Revolutionary changes in technology 
have reached the shores of the 
accountancy profession. The question 
is whether this is a wave or a tsunami. 

The general move towards 

digitalisation is being pushed by 

regulatory requirements, which 

means that accountants need to 

clearly identify their relationship 

opportunities for new workstreams. 

Some clients will embrace the idea 

of a digital relationship with their 

accountant; others will wish to maintain 

the status quo and continue to expect 

the same level of contact and personal 

service. However, the regulatory push 

means maintaining the status quo is 

not an option.

Ride the wave 
of change

with the client and develop a more 

relevant USP for attracting new 

clients in the future. They will have 

to turn data into actionable, value-

added advice.

Historically, accountants have been 

responsible for compliance, accuracy 

of data, and technical and strategic 

advice. But technology is opening up 
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The advisory side 
is key if practices 

are to bring in new 
clients, differentiate 

themselves from 
the competition 

and achieve growth

and strategic intent of management 

and shareholders will help accountants 

reconfigure their services to position 

themselves as a cohesive advisory hub. 

So how do you market these varied 

services? Many practices are now 

actively discussing client targeting as 

part of business development. For 

example, in one case, a practice has 

appointed three salaried partners, 

given them a room and support staff 

and told them to go off and develop 

the practice’s fintech client base. 

They have been given 18 months. 

The ambition is to rapidly build a fee 

income representing 15% of the total 

practice within three years. Focus is key.

In a second instance, a larger firm 

reviewed its client-facing skills and 

success, and is contemplating the 

recruitment of client development 

directors from a non-accounting 

background. They are looking for 

individuals who have broad experience 

outside the profession, have built their 

own networks or have the ability to 

The most obvious part of the current 

wave of change centres on the 

government’s Making Tax Digital (MTD) 

initiative, with its requirement that 

quarterly submissions and the delivery 

of data be in a consistent format that 

can easily be interrogated by HMRC. 

MTD is going to iron out situations 

where clients have ‘made do’ with bad 

information in the past. 

If we have good or better data – 

with HMRC running algorithms and 

interrogating quarterly delivered 

information – the accountant’s role is 

to ensure that data supplied quarterly 

is in a format that will not raise queries 

from HMRC. For this, they need to be a 

trusted and close adviser.

MTD will also impact on finance 

professionals’ relationships with 

IT software providers, becoming 

increasingly reliant and brand loyal. In 

addition, IT software firms increasingly 

offer end-to-end solutions to small 

businesses, including interfaces with 

banks and suppliers, and links to payroll 

systems, with seamless communication 

and updates to the client. 

New service lines
The advisory side is key if practices are 

to bring in new clients, differentiate 

themselves from the competition and 

achieve growth. They will need a diverse 

portfolio of advisory skills and services, 

which may include some not traditionally 

considered within the scope of an 

accountant – eg advising on workflows, 

operational issues and cyberprotection.

In addition, knowledge of clients’ 

industry and the aspirations, succession 

build networks with owner-managed 

businesses. An interesting approach. 

Dynamic relationships
Client relationships will therefore 

change dynamically at various levels 

of the organisation, and advisers 

will need flexibility, a high level of IT 

implementation skills and the ability to 

explain key benefits to clients. If half of 

clients in the SME sector are walking 

around with dashboards on their phones 

or tablets, then accountants will have 

to become attuned to selling these 

services to achieve ‘good data’ and be 

adept at discussing outcomes to clients, 

perhaps on a daily or hourly basis.

Practices that take this innovative 

approach will be significantly ahead of 

competitors who change reluctantly. 

This new environment will continue to 

evolve constantly.

There is within all this change a 

matrix that covers type of client, type 

of service, a multispeed move to 

full digitalisation, pricing by service 

and advice, and a deepening of the 

advisory services offered. Size, age and 

flexibility of the client/decision-maker 

will be factors. There are other overlays, 

too, and these will similarly provide 

opportunities and niches for the 

perceptive and receptive accountant. 

The waves of change can 

thus be ridden. Some accountants 

will cut through them with ease. 

But tsunamis can be created by delay 

and inflexibility. AB 

Keith Underwood is managing director 

of Foulger Underwood Associates
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Greater opportunity
A new report shows that in order to benefit from the Greater Bay Area initiative, which 
is set to transform the regional economy, Hong Kong must position itself at its heart

The world’s fourth largest core business district – after 
London, Tokyo and Manhattan – is taking shape 
in the Pearl River Delta. Much hope is pinned on 

the economic prospects of this South China powerhouse 
known as the Greater Bay Area (GBA), but what do business 
leaders on the ground think? And, perhaps the bigger 
question: what does this mean for Hong Kong, currently 
the biggest economy in the GBA, but likely to be overtaken 
in the foreseeable future by the Chinese mainland cities of 
Guangzhou and Shenzhen?

ACCA Hong Kong conducted in-depth research, and 

consulted its members, to find out. Its new report, Greater Bay 
Area Opportunities – Capitalising Hong Kong’s Unique Edge, 

highlights how the city can gain from China’s greatest push for 

economic integration with the world, and not, as some have 

feared, get left behind in its wake.

The key lies in Hong Kong’s agility – an attribute proven time 

and again in the city’s ascendance from ‘barren rock’ to one of 

the world’s great international financial centres. 

‘Our neighbour cities are developing quickly,’ explains 

Eunice Chu, head of policy at ACCA Hong Kong. ‘Instead 

of isolating ourselves or just continuing doing what we’ve 

been good at traditionally, Hong Kong should embrace the 

changes, ride on them and exploit the opportunities.’ 

The report makes it clear that Hong Kong has a lot of unique 

strengths that could be further leveraged on, which other 

cities in the GBA lack, but need, Chu continues. ‘So different 

industries and business leaders 

should start to think about how they 

can better apply their advantages in 

the GBA initiative, and get the most 

out of it.’ 

ACCA also urges the Hong Kong 

Special Administrative Region 

(HKSAR) government to take action 

to ensure that Hong Kong derives 

benefits from the initiative and 

encourages GBA member cities to 

work cooperatively and complement 

each other, instead of competing. 

Such collaboration will, Chu says, 

create the synergies ‘that drive 

the entire region to become a new economic powerhouse 

comparable to other world-renowned bay areas’. 

The GBA initiative is an ambitious plan to build a world-

class city cluster by linking Hong Kong, Macau and nine cities 

in Guangdong province: Shenzhen, Guangzhou, Zhuhai, 

Zhaoqing, Dongguan, Huizhou, Foshan, Zhongshan and 

Jiangmen. Its aim is to create an economic cluster capable 

of competing, and even overtaking, similar economic zones 

around the world such as the San Francisco Bay Area, Greater 

New York and the Greater Tokyo Area.

With a total population of nearly 68 million, China’s Greater 

Bay Area is already the largest city cluster, ahead of the Tokyo 

Metropolitan Area’s population of 43.5 million. The combined 

GDP of the 11 cities is US$1.34 trillion, representing 14% of 

China’s national economic aggregate in 2016, with Hong Kong 

accounting for the lion’s share (US$319bn in 2016).

Collaboration and coordination
To achieve its goals, a clear definition and division of roles of 

each member city is essential, the report finds. This will require 

stronger collaboration and better coordination among the 

relevant authorities but ‘the payoffs are worth it’. Improved 

corporate synergies, freer flow of capital, people and services 

and enhanced ability to penetrate markets are just some of the 

leading benefits identified as arising from this initiative.

Hong Kong ‘undoubtedly’ gives the region a unique edge 

through its connectivity, mature legal system, and expertise 

in high-end professional services 

and finance, according to the 

report. Hong Kong can also benefit 

by diversifying its economy and 

emerge as a global innovation and 

technology hub. 

Responses to the member survey 

conducted by ACCA Hong Kong 
in January show that 33% believe 

Hong Kong should position itself as 

a financial hub to attract international 

investment and channel this capital to 

further develop the GBA, while 25% 

of respondents said the city should 

be seen as a knowledge hub that 

‘What is most 
important now is the 

tuning of people’s 
mindsets to realise 

the potential the 
GBA offers to Hong 

Kong’s development’
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A traffi c guard stands in front of toll booths at the Zhuhai 
entrance of the Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macau Bridge 
(HZMB) during a media tour in Zhuhai, China. 

could take responsibility to educate and boost fi nancial and 

professional services across the GBA. Most respondents were 

very positive about the possible impact of the GBA on Hong 

Kong’s economic and business environment, which resonates 

with similar fi ndings of separate research conducted jointly by 

KPMG and the Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce.

Only a few respondents expressed concerns on possible 

negative impacts, including the risk that Hong Kong would 

lose its unique characteristics and global infl uence (8%), 

increased competition from a larger pool of labour and 

suppliers (8%), and the possibility of salaries being driven 

down to levels comparable with other cities in the GBA (4%).  

Understand competitive advantage
Four key recommendations emerged from the research, 

which also included insights from a roundtable discussion, 

organised by ACCA Hong Kong, which brought together 

17 representatives from enterprises, fi nancial institutions, 

consultant fi rms and SMEs. One, described as a ‘crucial 

fi rst step’, seeks a clear understanding of each city’s 

competitive advantage to serve as a basis for further 

collaboration and crossboundary exchanges at all levels. 

The HKSAR government is urged to take the lead on this by 

conducting thorough research and studies by industries and 

business sectors.

The second highlights the need for Hong Kong to 

attract, retain and develop talent capable of meeting the 

growing workforce demands in the GBA. As one of the most 

cosmopolitan and vibrant locations in the world, Hong Kong 

offers a lifestyle that should appeal to those wishing to work in 

the GBA and commute from the SAR.

Thirdly, the establishment of a GBA committee is 

recommended to facilitate Hong Kong as the ‘super 

connector’ between the mainland and the international 

community. Specifi cally, ACCA Hong Kong urges the 

government steering committee already set up to take the 
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Positive reaction
ACCA Hong Kong conducted a member survey in January 

2018, which had received responses from 216 ACCA-qualifi ed 

fi nance professionals. Close to 5% of the respondents 

were C-suite executives, 78% were fi nance and accounting 

professionals, 5% were administrative personnel and the 

rest were mainly consultants. Most survey respondents were 

very positive about the possible impact of the Greater Bay 

Area (GBA) initiative on Hong Kong’s economic and business 

environment; results suggest positive impacts could include 

freer fl ow of capital, people and services (15%), access to 

bigger markets for different industries and professions to 

thrive (15%), and improved corporate synergies through 

economies of scale in operations (12%). These results 

resonate with the fi ndings of another research on GBA jointly 

conducted by KPMG and the Hong Kong General Chamber 

of Commerce, where 80% of respondents supported more 

integrated development and cooperation across the region.

Top impacts of the GBA initiative on Hong Kong
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of capital, 

people, 
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international 
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GBA development forward to provide more guidelines and 

resources for local enterprises and entrepreneurs. 

The fourth point recommends that Hong Kong offer the 

right tax incentives to increase competitiveness and spark new 

growth momentum. This would build on the ‘super deduction’ 

for qualifying research and development expenditure 

announced in chief executive Carrie Lam’s 2017 policy address, 

encouraging corporations to invest in the development of 

high tech products and/or products with signifi cant intellectual 

property contents. 

The report concludes that with its traditional strengths 

and legacy, Hong Kong is uniquely positioned to make a 

difference in the grand plan for the GBA. Findings from 

both the ACCA Hong Kong member survey and the 

roundtable discussion show that respondents from the 

business community are enthusiastic about the initiative, 

which will bring Hong Kong’s development to the next 

level, while the government’s role as facilitator will help 

develop a keener grasp of the strengths and needs of each 

city in the GBA.

‘Hong Kong is more advanced in many areas, including city 

planning, waste processing, talent trainings and more, to lead 

the cities in the GBA cluster,’ Chu says. ‘Given the city has so 

many advantages, we are in a good position to capitalise on 

our unique edge. What is most important now is the tuning of 

the people’s mindsets to realise the potential the GBA offers 

to Hong Kong’s development.’ AB

Peta Tomlinson, journalist
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More information

Download the report The Financial 
Complexity Index 2018: Meeting the global 
challenge of local accounting and tax 
compliance at tmf-group.com/FCI2018
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Complex compliance 
A study of 94 jurisdictions ranks the Cayman Islands as the most straightforward for 
businesses to achieve fi nancial compliance and China as the most complex 

The world’s toughest 
Ease of compliance is a key factor when 

setting up a business overseas. TMI Group’s 

Financial Complexity Index 2018 puts China 

in the unwanted top-of-the-table spot for 

complexity, although Hong Kong was ranked 

91st out of the 94 jurisdictions covered. The 

Cayman Islands was ranked least complex, 

followed by fellow offshore locations the 

British Virgin Islands and Jersey.

Complexity basket by region
TMF Group’s experts were asked to rank in order of importance the 

following areas of complexity that would face an international company 

when setting up in their local market.

Four pillars of complexity
The survey covered 50 jurisdictions in EMEA, 25 in the Americas and 

19 in Asia Pacifi c. The complexity ratings covered elements such as 

accounting and tax regulations, fi nancial reporting requirements, 

VAT and corporate income tax registrations, the risks associated 

with non-compliance, and the impact of technology on compliance, 

aggregated into the four overarching parameters listed in the graphic.

Most and least complex by each complexity parameter

Top 10 most complex jurisdictions for 
accounting and tax compliance
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Cup that runneth over
The team that wins the 2018 World Cup will receive US$38m in prize money after Fifa boosted 

the prize payouts to record levels. A total prize money pool of US$400m represents a 12% 

increase on the US$358m paid out to teams in 2014, when winners Germany received US$35m.

The money is paid to each nation’s football association, which in turn will have negotiated 

financial agreements with their own players connected to appearance fees, success-related 

pay, sponsorships and commercial activities.

Gianni Infantino says the prize money increase represents ‘a positive sign in terms of the 

healthy financial situation of Fifa’, despite the organisation’s ongoing losses.

Each competing team is being paid US$1.5m to cover their tournament preparation costs. 

Once in Russia, each of the 32 teams is guaranteed a participation fee of US$8m. Progressing 

to the first knockout stage boosts that to US$12m, while a quarter-final finish is worth US$16m.

The two teams competing in the play-off for third place will share US$46m, with the victor 

taking home US$24m. The beaten team in the tournament final can console themselves with a 

US$28m prize payout – a US$3m advance on Argentina’s prize money as beaten 2014 finalists.

Russian roulette
The World Cup is a money-spinner for Fifa, but scandal and politics threaten to 
scupper the football governing body’s bonanza from this month’s tournament in Russia

Fifa’s decision to award Russia the 2018 World Cup 
has the potential to hit football’s governing body 
where it hurts the most – in the pocket. When the 

tournament kicks off in Moscow on 14 June, it is hoped 
that the excitement of the event will 
overshadow problems off the pitch 
that could make the tournament a 
major financial and PR headache.

High-profile names Castrol and 

Johnson & Johnson pulled out of 

sponsoring an event that has been 

tainted since Fifa’s controversial 

2010 award of the 2018 and 2022 

tournaments to Russia and Qatar 

respectively. Sony and Emirates 

decided not to renew their contracts 

when they expired at the end of the 

tournament in Brazil in 2014.

Claims of state-sponsored doping 

in Russia and the diplomatic rift 

with the West have contributed to a toxic mix that has put 

off a number of potential sponsors. Many senior dignitaries 

from the West will not be attending, leaving well-connected 

Russian businessmen, many of whom helped build the 

tournament infrastructure, to enjoy the event. To compound 

the commercial difficulties, the US failed to qualify for the 

tournament. Sports industry analysts say that Western business 

groups are also looking to avoid the potential reputational 

damage of being associated with a 

scandal-hit organisation.

Fifa has been striving to restore 

its reputation following the scandals 

associated with the reign of its 

former president Sepp Blatter. But 

for now at least, Fifa’s brand remains 

toxic, with court cases in New York 

last year presenting a picture of 

widespread bribery and corruption.

As Accounting and Business 
went to press, Fifa had filled only 

14 of the total 34 sponsorship slots 

available, although 12 of the 14 

slots in the top two sponsorship 

tiers (the most lucrative) had gone. 

Adidas, Coca-Cola, Gazprom, Qatar Airways and Visa figure 

among the seven takers to date of the eight top-tier slots, and 

Budweiser and McDonald’s are among the five takers of the six 

second-tier slots. The third and lowest tier of sponsorship has 

In previous 
tournaments, 

the vast majority 
of advertisers 

have been signed 
up at least 18 

months before 
the first match
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Fifa’s finances
According to its latest accounts (for the 2017 financial year), 

Fifa reported a net loss of US$192m. Total revenue for the 

2015-18 financial period is forecast to be US$5,656m – a rise of 

5% on the previous cycle – and 98% of total budgeted revenue 

for the financial cycle has been contracted. 

The sale of television broadcasting rights represents the 

biggest source of revenue (53%), followed by marketing rights 

(26%), and hospitality rights and ticketing (10%).

In line with IFRS 15, Revenue from Contracts with Customers, 

US$614m was recognised as the annual revenue for 2017, up 

from US$544m in 2015 and US$502m in 2016.

Unlike previous accounting practices, IFRS 15 leads to a 

later pattern of revenue recognition because the main driver 

of Fifa’s revenue – the World Cup – takes place at the end of 

each four-year cycle.

most absentees. In previous tournaments, the vast majority of 

advertisers have been signed up at least 18 months before the 

first match.

The US$2.6bn profit generated by the World Cup in Brazil 

cemented Fifa’s position as one of the wealthiest governing 

bodies in world sport. Income for the 2014 tournament 

included US$2.4bn in TV rights fees, US$1.6bn in sponsorship 

and US$527m in ticket sales.

But Fifa believes it is getting back on track. On the 

publication of its 2017 financial year report, its president, 

Gianni Infantino, declared: ‘We had committed to restoring 

trust in the organisation and boosting investments for the 

development of football worldwide. This is now a reality. 

Today, Fifa’s financial situation is very solid thanks to the 

growing interest from our partners.’

While the chances of Fifa making 2014-scale returns on 

this year’s World Cup seem remote, the body has secured 
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World Cup 2018 in numbers

64
Number of games to be 

played in 32 days

1930
First tournament (Uruguay)

Number of stadiums hosting matches

32
Number of

teams competing

3.2bn
Total at-home 

audience for 2014 
tournament

Tournament with highest total 
attendance (US, 1994)

Most tournaments a player has played 
in (Antonio Carbajal, Mexico, 1950-66; 
and Lothar Matthäus, Germany, 1982-98)

12 
Most goals in 
a tournament 

match 
(Austria 7-5 
Switzerland, 

1954)

Most goals scored 
by a player at a 

tournament (Miroslav 
Klose, Germany)

Most World 
Cup wins 

(Brazil)

3,568,567

5

16

5

12

crucial fi nancial backing and support from several Chinese 

companies. Smartphone maker Vivo has agreed a deal said to 

be worth around €65m a year to sponsor Fifa tournaments up 

to the 2022 World Cup, real estate and leisure conglomerate 

Wanda reportedly took up a deal worth US$80m a year, while 

consumer electronics brand Hisense signed for an undisclosed 

amount. Electric-powered scooter company Yadea and China 

Mengniu Dairy have also completed sponsorship deals.

Simon Chadwick, professor of sports enterprise at Salford 

Business School in the UK, says: 

‘Fifa acknowledges that Chinese 

companies have plugged its 

fi nances at a time when it is 

struggling fi nancially. But there is 

also acknowledgement in China that 

companies have taken advantage 

of Fifa’s precarious situation. China 

aims to become a leading football 

nation by 2050. There is a desire 

to exert pressure and infl uence on 

the organisation to host a World 

Cup. China also wants the likes of 

Wanda and Vivo to be part of the 

global narrative, in the same way 

as McDonald’s and Coca-Cola. 

Sponsoring the World Cup helps achieve these aims.’

According to Fifa’s annual reports, revenues from 

commercial and marketing deals related to the 2018 World 

Cup were US$246m in 2015, down from US$404m in 2013. A 

lack of sponsors, alongside the huge legal costs related to 

corruption probes, contributed to Fifa reporting a US$391m 

pre-tax loss in 2016. The organisation posted a restated 

US$117m shortfall for 2015.

The football body’s accounts for 2017 show a net loss of 

US$192m, although they also reveal that 98% of revenue 

contracts have been signed for the full-cycle budget for 

2015-18. Reserves have fallen from US$1.34bn in 2015 to 

US$1.05bn in 2016 and US$930m in 2017.

However the new revenue standard implemented by the 

governing body (IFRS 15) means the vast majority of revenue 

and expenses related to the tournament will be allocated to 

the current fi nancial year, which ought to produce a very large 

surplus in the next set of accounts.

The Russian government has confi rmed that the cost of 

hosting the event has risen to US$11.8bn. The funding comes 

mainly from the federal budget, which makes up 57.6% of 

the sum. A further 28.8% was raised by private and state-run 

companies, and 13.6% comes from regional government 

budgets. St Petersburg’s stadium alone cost around US$70m, 

seven times the original estimate; it opened nine years late 

and caused controversy over lax labour laws and the use of 

low-paid North Korean labourers.

While Fifa doesn’t have to pay any of these costs, analysts 

believe the tournament will not perform as well as in 2014. So 

the 2018 accounts will make for fascinating reading when they 

are released next year. Before then, the focus will be on Russia 

and the dramas that unfold during an extravaganza of football, 

off the pitch as much as on it. AB

Alex Miller, journalist

‘There is 
acknowledgement 

in China that 
companies have 
taken advantage 

of Fifa’s precarious 
situation’
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The CFO’s risk imperatives 
CFOs and their finance teams need to:

* recognise the benefits of getting involved in managing 

complex, strategic risks across the organisation, and not 

limit themselves to financial reporting risk only

* work collaboratively with others across the organisation to 

understand and manage risk (for example, with strategy 

teams, operations and customer-centric teams)

* drive the use of analytics to help identify and manage 

risks, embracing new tools and technologies to do so

* assess risks to manage potential downside impacts 

and to identify and capitalise on opportunities to drive 

commercial advantage for the organisation.

Risk’s reward
In this fourth article in a series by ACCA and PwC on the digital CFO, we look at how 
technology can help put the CFO front and centre of the organisation’s risk strategy

Disruption in today’s business environment offers CFOs 
an opportunity to reappraise their organisation’s risk 
agenda and the role they can play in shaping it. 

Although enterprise risk management is the responsibility 

of the board as a whole, CFOs have a big role to play. CEOs, 

according to PwC research, see cybersecurity as the top risk, 

and it is one that impacts CFOs directly, as cyber attacks can 

damage the integrity of data and financial reporting. With 

many organisations subject to greater regulatory complexity 

and external scrutiny over their operations and societal 

impact, the CFO’s perspective is key in finding ways to turn 

compliance burdens into brand advantages.

Pressures to report business performance more quickly 

and in new formats also require CFO leadership. The move 

to the cloud and the rise of social media both present new 

technology and reputational risks that must be understood 

and managed. What’s more, future business growth is 

strongly linked to technology-enabled product enhancement. 

Customer demand is stimulated by variety, personalisation and 

affordability, and the underpinning strategies here depend 

heavily on data analysis and artificial intelligence. 

CFOs need to present a holistic view of the organisation’s 

risk exposure in communications with C-suite colleagues. They 

need to show an understanding of key emerging risks, their 

relationship to core business goals, and the processes in place 

to track and report on risk and business performance. Risk 

management techniques also need to be less reactive and 

focus more strongly on planning for a positive outcome. This 

type of proactive risk management depends on the effective 

use of data and analytics to identify trends more quickly and 

improve the understanding of what is driving them.

Impact analysis
Making data (financial and non-financial) widely available is 

also key in breaking down barriers and giving better insights 

into performance. Organisations need to consider the societal 

impact of not just large but also seemingly small decisions. 

External parties are increasingly interested in the impact of 

corporate decision-making on infrastructure, employment, tax 

contribution and climate change. 

CFOs are uniquely positioned to be at the centre of the data 

and analytics agenda. When the finance function is responsible 

for data governance, it brings a shared and consistent view 

of data for decision-making to the organisation. Similarly, the 

skills necessary for performing data analysis and developing 

insights can be found within the finance team. 

By aligning risk management with strategic performance, 

CFOs and their finance teams can reinforce the importance 

of the CFO role and help establish an intelligent risk culture 

throughout the organisation. AB

Jamie Lyon, head of corporate sector for ACCA, in 

collaboration with Brian Furness of PwC, and Jens Madrian, 

CFO/COO of Reactive Technologies
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Innovation is key
CFOs must go beyond the numbers and tough financial questions – championing 
innovation is now a key function of their role, says Mithran Doraisamy

Chief financial officers must drive innovation. This 
is particularly important in this so-called fourth 
industrial revolution that is led by rapidly maturing 

and converging technology. Driving innovation, as opposed 
to merely enabling or supporting it, means that CFOs should 
be held responsible, even though someone else in the 
business may be ultimately accountable for it. CFOs must 
also fully immerse themselves in innovation. Boards and chief 
executives should judge them by the corporate innovation 
output as well as the CFO’s own innovation outcomes. 

Is this an odd assertion? Consider that CFOs are the 

stewards of profitable long-term growth and are the first of 

their peers to grasp the financial trends and implications 

across the company. They are also the first to understand 

key financial risks and opportunities, and they hold the purse 

strings for investment that could combat disruption and 

provide new opportunity.

In addition, CFOs are often closest to the market and 

understand market expectations and the boundaries that will 

guide trade-offs. They also run the planning and budgeting 

processes for both profit and loss budgeting and capital 

expenditure, which affect how innovation is encouraged and 

funded in corporations. Further, they are often also in charge 

of corporate strategy and/or IT, both core drivers of innovation.

In a stable environment, many CFOs can afford to adopt a 

laissez-faire approach to innovation. However, the uncertainty 

of the current environment does not allow them to adopt a 

passive position. Their peers are 

calling out for leadership and CFOs 

must respond accordingly. There are 

five ways of doing so.

First, develop a balanced and 

aligned portfolio of innovation 

initiatives. Innovation is often 

viewed as being disruptive and 

transformational, a high-reward 

activity that is typically high risk. 

There is a role for the CFO to ensure 

the risk and rewards are balanced. 

This covers both the type and extent 

of innovation initiatives.

Innovation types cover all parts of 

the business model and value chain, from products, brands 

and online channels to new engagement and revenue models. 

These types of innovation affect both revenue and cost.

Then there are different extents of innovation. Initiatives that 

feature just one or two types of innovation and are close to 

what the business is currently doing are generally seen as core 

or adjacent innovation, of an evolutionary nature, and offering 

lower risk and lower return.

Initiatives that stretch a business further away from its core 

capabilities typically feature multiple types of innovation. 

These are disruptive or revolutionary and can transform 

industries, but can be harder to execute.

CFOs should ensure that the balance of such initiatives 

reflects the circumstances of the company, with appropriate 

focus on the areas of need, such as new customer 

engagement models. While the corporate strategy typically 

serves as a guardrail, CFOs often need to set targets at a 

more discrete level to ensure that the most important types of 

innovation for the company are pursued.

Supportive climate
Initiatives aside, innovation also requires an approach and 

an ecosystem to support it. The approach could involve 

deploying a variety of methods, such as agile design thinking, 

hackathons and accelerators; the ecosystem may include 

ensuring that the collaboration platforms are in place.

While the innovation officer may be accountable for 

constructing the innovation 

ecosystem and portfolio, the CFO 

has a legitimate and important role 

in providing guidance and support. 

Setting targets for each category 

of innovation by business unit and 

function is one way a CFO can 

ensure that the right mix of initiatives 

are present and that new revenue, 

new business models and lower-

cost models are being pursued 

across the business.

Second, deploy nimble funding 

processes that support innovation. 

Funding is one of the biggest 

With innovation 
being vital, it’s time 

for all CFOs to make 
the leap from 

bean counters to 
bean sprouters
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banes of the lives 

of innovators. Some 

of the issues arise from 

legitimate concerns, as 

innovation funding should not 

be a bottomless well. However, 

others present real challenges, 

particularly regarding the rigidity and 

annualised nature of funding.

CFOs need to ensure that funding processes 

are in sync with contemporary short-cycle 

approaches to innovation and development. This 

means setting funding stage gates that match the agile 

methods being used, and leaving sufficient funding for 

iterations once the minimum viable product is produced. New 

approaches to funding agile projects are being refined, and the 

CFO should determine what works best for their organisation.

Transparent but nuanced funding rules are set for the 

different types and extents of innovation. For example, CFOs 

may choose to ask business units to self-fund all evolutionary 

innovation out of budgets on the basis that much of the 

innovation should generate same-year returns. But they 

may hold special funding aside for the bigger bets: the 

revolutionary innovation.

There are no set answers for funding innovation, but CFOs 

need to structure it carefully to promote innovation with the 

appropriate level of governance.

Thirdly, focus on securing the portfolio benefits. Ultimately, 

innovation is expected to create real value. But this applies at 

the portfolio level and not on a per project basis, where there 

needs to be sufficient licence to fail fast on smaller projects. 

This fosters a culture of risk-taking and leverages learning for 

future successes.

The focus on securing benefits must therefore be nuanced 

appropriately to achieve both the financial and other 

objectives around risk-taking and culture. For early stage 

innovation, the focus should be on the indicators of progress, 

while for later-stage innovation, when funding and resource 

levels rise, a focus on outcomes is key.

Again, there are no rules for CFOs to follow. However, 

financial returns fall squarely within the CFO’s mandate and 

they are expected to pay particular attention to this.

The fourth way of demonstrating leadership is by 

transforming the finance function. As a function, finance has 

been widely disrupted over the past 20 years, particularly with 

the introduction of enterprise resource management systems, 

and outsourcing and offshoring.

Nonetheless, the maturing and 

convergence of technology holds much promise 

for further improving the efficiency and value of the 

finance function. It is imperative that CFOs innovate their 

own function to maximise the value of their role as well as to 

show innovation leadership.

A technology such as robotic process automation drives the 

automation of manual processes in financial processing areas 

and, critically, can offer returns on investment. Blockchain also 

has the potential to streamline trust-based transactions and 

offer productivity benefits.

Non-technological innovation can yield significant 

improvements too. In large companies, simplifying the 

budgeting process (sometimes a bloated six-month process 

that sucks energy out of an entire organisation) can improve 

outcomes and release energy for more creative endeavours.

As for increasing value, analytics (typically cloud-based) 

and cognitive technologies (artificial intelligence) provide 

significant opportunities for finance to offer new insights into 

the business that were hitherto unavailable. This can extend 

from growth and cost trends to risk management.

Finally, be hyper-aware and ask strategic questions. If one 

of the biggest issues for innovators is funding, then the other 

main problem is trying to convince uninitiated executives of 

future opportunities and getting them to focus beyond current 

issues. CFOs have been part of this challenge.

In this rapidly changing landscape of new business models 

and new-use cases for maturing technology, CFOs can add 

the most value by being hyper-aware of external environments 

and trends. This will allow them to move beyond asking the 

tough financial questions; it will enable them to seek more 

holistic solutions and innovations, and test whether the best 

innovation approaches are being deployed.

With innovation being so vital to future success, it’s time for 

all CFOs to make the leap from being bean counters to bean 

sprouters. CEOs, board members and shareholders would be 

wise to insist on this transformation. AB

Mithran Doraisamy FCA, consultant
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The moral maze
In law, corporations are people, yet they feel no empathy, guilt or remorse. Tim Dean 
considers whether they could, in fact, helpfully be described as psychopaths 

Psychopaths – those extremely rare people such as 
US serial killer Ted Bundy – are typically intelligent, 
personable and disinhibited, and have an alluring aura 

of confidence. Yet they also lack feelings of empathy, guilt 
and remorse. That seemingly minor emotional quirk has a 
dramatic impact on the way they behave, often leading to 
anti-social behaviour. In fact, psychopaths are around 25 
times more likely to serve prison time than non-psychopaths. 

However, psychopaths are not incapable of moral reasoning. 

Multiple studies have found they are particularly adept at 

certain types of moral thinking, particularly those that balance 

the consequences of actions. So where non-psychopaths 

might experience revulsion at intentionally killing one person 

to save the lives of several others, psychopaths are far more 

likely to dispassionately favour the needs of the many over the 

needs of the few. They make good utilitarians.

The other thing psychopaths are good at is ‘pretending’ 

to be good. Even without feeling genuine empathy, they 

can behave in seemingly altruistic ways, although closer 

examination shows they do so only when they believe they 

have something to gain. They might help someone only 

because they expect future reciprocation, or work to build 

trust so they can exploit it down the track. Psychopaths also 

make great Machiavellians, able to cleverly negotiate Game 
of Thrones-style political environments. This is why they are 

often thought of as morally deficient: a judgment of moral 

character looks beyond an individual’s actions to determine 

their intentions and feeling. 

Corporate character
Now consider a corporation. 

Composed of many people, it is 

legally treated as a person too 

so that it can do things like own 

property, open bank accounts and 

buy and sell goods in its own right. 

Yet we also relate to corporations 

as if they are singular entities, 

rather than agglomerations of 

workers. Sometimes we even 

anthropomorphise the corporation 

– ‘hating’ a phone company, ‘liking’ 

a bank or wondering if a health insurer has its customers’ best 

interests at heart. But when the machinery of psychology is 

used to judge a corporation’s moral character, it can start 

looking a lot like a psychopath, as law professor Joel Bakan 

argues in his book and film The Corporation.

For a start, corporations feel no empathy, guilt or remorse. 

And many are explicitly established to generate a profit, so 

they primarily serve their own interests. Many of the altruistic 

acts committed by corporations may seem primarily motivated 

by a desire to cultivate a positive image with their customers.

What, then, do we make of a corporation that does things we 

consider bad even if they’re legal – such as selling a product 

known to be addictive and deadly, dispensing with loyal staff 

in favour of outsourcing to countries with far lower labour 

standards, or cutting costs by lowering safety rules? Right now 

energy companies are being criticised for hastening climate 

change that could impact millions of lives. And multinational 

corporations are being condemned for profit shifting and tax 

dodging. So this is far from an armchair concern; it has real 

effects on how we expect corporations to behave.

Mr and Ms Corporate
One approach is to swallow the corporations-as-people 

analogy whole and treat them as fully fledged moral persons. 

After all, if morality governs the actions of rational beings and 

if corporations effectively act as rational beings, then why 

shouldn’t morality govern the actions of corporations? 

In the words of US philosopher 

Peter French, who championed this 

idea in the 1970s, ‘corporations can 

be full-fledged moral persons and 

have whatever privileges, rights and 

duties as are, in the normal course of 

affairs, accorded to moral persons’. 

So when a corporation pollutes, it’s 

a bad corporation and deserves to 

be punished, just as an individual 

rolling a barrel of toxic waste into a 

waterway would be. 

It’s a view embraced by many. But 

the analogy with ‘real’ moral persons 

breaks down pretty quickly. For one 

Lying isn’t illegal. 
Neither is being 

rude, cheating on 
your partner or 
leaving the pub 

before it’s your turn 
to buy a round
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thing, we can write a corporation into existence by creating 

a charter, but no protesters rise up to call us monsters when 

we ‘kill’ it by dissolving the corporation entirely. And while it 

makes some sense to say a corporation has interests, values 

and goals, it makes less sense to say it has thoughts and 

feelings or ‘cares’ about any of these interests, values or goals. 

As Australian philosopher RE Ewin has written: 

‘Corporations, unlike the people who run them, have no 

emotional life. Corporations operate at the level of reason and 

requirement, but they do not get angry at being mistreated, 

they are not sickened by tales of the squalor in which some 

people have to live, and, generally, they simply do not have 

the emotional life required of a being that is to care about 

things as things must be cared about if one is to possess a 

virtue.’ This is why some people consider corporations to be 

moral actors only in a limited sense, with rights and duties that 

extend only as far as their legal obligations, but no further. 

Lying isn’t illegal. Neither is being rude, cheating on your 

partner or leaving the pub before it’s your turn to buy a round. 

Many acts are legal yet immoral, so you have to think about 

whether you’re happy with the idea that corporations are 

bound in their behaviour only by the strictures of the law.

Some have been very happy with that arrangement. Milton 

Friedman famously wrote: ‘There is one and only one social 

responsibility of business – to use its resources and engage 

in activities designed to increase its profits so long as it stays 

within the rules of the game.’ So it’s a big no-no for executives 

to go off on ethical crusades that put a dent into profits.

The weakness in this argument is the same one that exists 

in many of Friedman’s arguments: it’s predicated on the idea 

that ethics is about maximising our ability to satisfy our desires 

and that an open market is the optimal way to do so, thus free 

markets are inherently ethical – a fairly contestable argument.

Machiavelli Inc
Even if corporations don’t have full moral agency, people do. 

And people work for corporations, write their charters, fill 

executive chairs and own their shares. They are moral agents 

and can influence the corporation from within, such as by 

embracing the triple-bottom-line accounting framework.

People also interact with corporations, buy their products 

and seek their services. Even if we view corporations as moral 

agents, it doesn’t necessarily change how we should interact 

with them. We can still choose to reject one corporation and 

do business with another if we prefer its values. 

Corporations are prudent to take these things into 

consideration and adjust their practices as necessary. We 

shouldn’t fool ourselves that all corporations engaging in 

charity work or promoting environmental sustainability are 

doing it out of pure magnanimity. But it might be worth 

ignoring their intentions if the outcomes are to our liking. 

So as long as corporations act rationally and in accordance 

with the law, and we can choose to interact with those that 

reflect our own values, it may not matter if they are chasing 

their own self-interest. Corporations aren’t people, so perhaps 

we should judge them for what they are, rather than what 

psychology tells us they are. AB

Tim Dean is a Sydney-based philosopher and writer with a PhD 

in ethics from the University of New South Wales
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Better networking

Watch Dr Rob Yeung’s video on 
networking tips for everybody at  
bit.ly/Y-networking

Building your profile
As you progress through your career, you need to draw on different skillsets to gain more 
senior roles. Our talent doctor Rob Yeung offers advice on networking to get ahead

One way to raise your profile is to 

get involved in industry groups and 

associations. If you work in, for example, 

the pharmaceutical or construction 

sectors, then don’t just join the relevant 

industry body, make it a priority to 

contribute too. Volunteer to take a 

lead role in organising industry events. 

Offer to take part in panel discussions. 

Put together presentations on notable 

projects you have completed within 

your organisation. Approach people you 

admire and ask them to speak at such 

events too.

Sharing your perspective
Get in touch with the editors of 

relevant magazines and newsletters, 

and offer to share your perspective on 

an industry-wide issue or opportunity. 

Even if you cannot write for professional 

publications, at least show that you have 

an intelligent point of view on the more 

business-minded social networks, such 

as LinkedIn and Twitter.

Alternatively, consider creating your 

own small-scale events. Invite several 

close contacts together for a discussion 

on a topic you would all find useful. 

Then expand the size of the group by 

asking each individual to bring with 

them at least one other person who is 

new to the others. That way, you use 

people that you know to introduce you 

to other professionals.

Building a public profile in itself may 

afford you some further opportunities. 

As you start out on your career journey, 
getting your first handful of promotions 
should be relatively straightforward. 
If you do your work dependably and 
take enough initiative to be recognised 
as a helpful contributor to the team, 
you should quickly ascend within your 
organisation’s hierarchy.

Moving from junior into middle 

management often requires a slightly 

different skillset. One key behaviour 

related to faster promotion is internal 

networking: establishing relationships 

across your organisation to enable you 

to draw upon the resources of other 

teams and departments.

Transitioning from middle into senior 

management may require yet another 

shift of focus. Business school research 

suggests that your progress at this point 

can be accelerated by building your 

external profile: making yourself known 

and establishing positive relationships 

with other professionals outside of your 

organisation, both within your sector or 

industry and outside of it.

When I am coaching individuals 

who are seeking a more senior 

role, I find that most understand 

intellectually the need to build their 

external profiles, but have sometimes 

found excuses for not doing so. If 

you are genuinely keen to succeed, 

consider the conclusions reached by 

researchers in a wide-ranging review 

of studies on profile building. Carter 

Gibson and colleagues at the University 

of Oklahoma found that networking 

externally ‘leads to increased 

visibility and power, job performance, 

organisational access to strategic 

information, and career success’.

Establish 
relationships 

across your 
organisation to 

enable you to draw 
upon the resources 
of other teams and 

departments
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More information

Dr Rob tweets @robyeung

If you have a question for the talent 
clinic, email abeditor@accaglobal.com

Get CPD units by answering questions 
on this article at accaglobal.com/abcpd

to spend time with my family. Two of my colleagues 

have been promoted ahead of me, but I know I’m 

technically just as good as them. What can I do to secure 

that next promotion?

A It’s a universal truth that people like to work with people they like. 

Imagine a hypothetical situation: you need a plumber to fi x a leaky 

tap. You know two plumbers who seem to do equally good work, but you’re on much 

friendlier terms with one. Who would you call fi rst? Most managers in the workplace 

try to make fair decisions that are in the best interests of the business and as many 

people as possible. But managers are only human and tend to be swayed by who 

they like more. If your manager thinks that both you and one of your colleagues are 

more or less equally qualifi ed – but your manager likes your colleague more – then 

of course your colleague will get promoted.

Sometimes managers are unfair and promote favoured individuals even when 

those candidates may actually be poor at their jobs. But the point is still the same: 

having good relationships with colleagues and decision-makers really matters.

That may be an uncomfortable reality, but rather than gripe about the unfairness 

of life at work, I’m afraid you must make a choice. Are you willing to invest at least 

some time socialising with your colleagues, and building strong personal and 

professional relationships with them? Or are you willing to sacrifi ce – or at least 

deprioritise – your career advancement to put your family fi rst? That’s a decision that 

only you can make.

Tips for the top
I often advise frustrated job hunters who are applying for jobs, but not being invited 

to interviews. One reason for this is overreach: applying for roles for which they 

don’t have the skills, qualifi cations or experience. Unfortunately, people rarely spot 

overreach in themselves.

If you are sending out applications but not getting at least some interviews, 

then seek help. Ask a knowledgeable associate who knows about your industry to 

comment on the strength of your written applications. However, I 

do emphasise that this should be a well-informed individual 

who can offer you proper business insight rather than 

merely a supportive friend who will offer you sympathy.

If together you decide that you are a suffi ciently 

strong candidate, then rewrite your CV and 

supporting documents. Avoid simply listing all of your 

duties and responsibilities. Edit your applications to 

remove mention of the less important work you do. 

Then highlight major achievements by adding more 

detail about them so that employers take notice of you.

Dr Rob’s talent clinic 

Q I work in a company where 

most people socialise and go 

drinking together frequently outside 

of work. I like my colleagues, but I 

have young children and would prefer 

For example, people may invite you to 

participate in further public forums or 

even approach you with job offers.

However, the most successful 

profi le builders use their visibility 

to cultivate new relationships 

with other individuals. When you 

are speaking at a conference or 

contributing to a panel discussion, 

everyone in the audience should 

be receptive to you. So use the 

time immediately after such events 

to approach people you would like to 

know better.

When you do initiate conversations 

with new people, aim simply to build 

a degree of rapport and get to know 

them. Avoid promoting yourself too 

assertively. Instead, spend more 

time listening than talking. Focus on 

other people’s needs and interests. 

What brings them to the event? What 

challenges are they facing?

Not everyone will want to stay in 

touch with you. But if you keep track 

of people and make an effort to stay in 

touch, you will turn at least some of the 

people you meet into useful contacts, 

allies or even friends. Together, you 

may be able to share industry insights, 

best practices, recommendations and 

occasional career opportunities too. 

Building your profi le and network of 

external relationships may not be an 

explicit part of your job description, but 

that does not make it any less essential 

to your career success. AB

Dr Rob Yeung is an organisational 

psychologist at leadership consulting 

fi rm Talentspace: talentspace.co.uk
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Culture shock
One of the biggest achievements for any corporate leader is instilling a culture that 
can deliver long-term value creation, but there are few shortcuts for getting there

Since the financial crisis there have 

been efforts to codify good corporate 

culture. ACCA has recently launched a 

tool to help organisations assess their 

culture and initiate a positive change 

(see bit.ly/ACCA-GovTool).

Elsewhere, Win Bischoff, chairman of 

UK governance regulator the Financial 

Good corporate culture is crucial to 
the success of most companies, as it 
encourages behaviour that supports 
the achievement of organisational 
objectives. But one of the biggest 
challenges for business leaders is 
successfully nurturing a culture over 
the long term.

Getting it wrong can prove disastrous. 

Many of the banking collapses of the 

global financial crisis a decade ago 

can be traced to a failure to implement 

effective processes and procedures 

aligned with corporate objectives. 

Bankers’ bonuses were the most 

obvious demonstration of this mismatch.
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dividend again once the final hurdle of 

a settlement with the US Department 

of Justice over the selling of residential 

mortgage-backed securities is agreed.

Focusing on strengths
Emerging markets-focused bank 

Standard Chartered may have 

weathered the global financial crisis, 

but when Andy Halford joined as CFO 

in 2014, the former finance head at 

telecoms giant Vodafone had to address 

a cultural problem of a different kind.

The bank had been fined US$640m 

by US regulators two years earlier for 

breaching sanctions on Iran and was 

handed a further fine of US$300m 

over lapses in its money-laundering 

procedures a month after he joined.

With CEO Bill Winters, he pressed on 

with redefining the culture of the bank 

by addressing its focus and clarity of 

purpose. ‘That meant assessing what 

the bank was good at, and not good at, 

and communicating that to our 85,000 

people,’ Halford says.

He adds that the next goal was 

redefining behaviour through a common 

set of standards by asking: ‘What are the 

values that we applaud. What are the 

values that we won’t tolerate? That was 

a very important part of the turnaround 

story.’ After two annual losses, the bank 

has now returned to profit.

Reporting Council (FRC), is leading a 

push to improve corporate culture in 

companies and financial institutions. 

The FRC’s 2016 report Corporate 
Culture and the Role of Boards helped 

shape the FRC’s proposals for the new 

UK corporate governance code, which 

require a company’s purpose, strategy 

and values to be aligned with its culture.

Bischoff’s track record in the financial 

service industry is exemplary. He is 

one of the best-known leaders in the 

sector, having been chairman or chief 

executive of some of the biggest banks 

around, including Citigroup, Schroders, 

Lloyds Banking Group and JP Morgan 

Securities (the European arm of the Wall 

Street investment bank). He says that a 

concerted effort is required to ‘improve 

trust in the motivations and integrity 

of business’. He also believes that a 

change of culture is needed because 

‘rules and regulations will not on their 

own deliver productive behaviours over 

the long term’. 

RBS rebuilt
When Ewen Stevenson became CFO of 

Royal Bank of Scotland in 2014, he faced 

the unenviable task of having to rebuild 

the culture of the bank, which was one 

of the big losers in the global financial 

crisis, partly by reducing the its reliance 

on a bonus-driven culture.

He describes the process he and 

CEO Ross McEwan have undertaken to 

improve culture as one of ‘re-engaging 

and refocusing’ the bank, which was 

bailed out to the tune of £45bn by UK 

taxpayers, who still own 72% of it.

‘If you look generally at the trust 

metrics of the bank, they have been 

steadily improving,’ McEwan says. ‘In 

the retail bank we have moved away 

from the bonus culture, with no impact 

at all on the underlying performance of 

the business.’

The bank has now returned to profit 

and is expected to start paying a 

At broadcaster Sky, great strides have 

been made to build a culture that is not 

just resilient to change, but goes further, 

becoming in the words of economist 

Nassim Taleb ‘anti-fragile’. Rob Collie, 

Sky’s director of group finance delivery, 

says the approach enables the group 

to make continual improvements in a 

volatile, fast-changing environment.

Collie says a key element of the 

anti-fragile strategy is a process of 

rotating finance people every two years 

‘so that they can cope with change’. 

He says that as well as the rotation 

being a win-win for the individuals, who 

become used to change, it improves the 

effectiveness of finance teams, because 

they develop more ‘touch points’ 

with the rest of the organisation. ‘The 

cumulative effect of this approach can 

reap huge benefits for a business like 

Sky, which experiences a huge amount 

of change,’ he says.

Innovate and thrive
Angelina Kouznetsova, head of fintech 

at EY, says that companies should 

develop an innovation culture in 

order to thrive in a disruptive world. 

‘The advancement of technology 

is transforming how organisations 

are expected to engage with their 

customers and how they operate. 

‘Innovation can help them to grow 

and improve their business models. 

However, there are always internal 

barriers to innovation, with organisations 

required to be willing to innovate, 

otherwise new ideas are too easy to 

dismiss and are never implemented.’

Kouznetsova adds that although there 

are a number of critical elements for 

developing an innovation culture in a 

company, one of the most important 

is that there must be C-suite executive 

buy-in and full support from the top of 

the organisation. AB

 

Lawrie Holmes, journalist 

‘Rules and 
regulations will 

not on their own 
deliver productive 

behaviours over the 
long term’
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Media headline

Ipsa pellore periaturui optamus, nest, 
soluptat quaspis solorum fugia nis 
dero www.accaglobal.com/ab

The accountant’s curse
Uncertainty is a much tougher variable to deal with than its cousin, risk. Tony Grundy 
suggests how to address this ‘clear and present danger’ 

on the less obvious as well as 

the obvious assumptions that they 

are making.

*    Dare to think about disruptive events 

that can lead to a different ‘state of 

the world’.

* Tell the story backwards (how did a 

particular outcome come about?) 

and forwards (what transitional 

events and amplifying factors 

conspired to produce that result?).

* Go back to the original plans and 

projections, and rework them as 

part of an impact analysis. 

Finance teams can apply this process to 

key plans, major decisions and projects, 

as well as to external developments. AB

Tony Grundy is author of Dynamic 
Competitive Strategy: Turning Strategy 
Upside Down

In the Harry Potter books and films, 
our hero faces the constant threat 
of evil and destruction from his 

dark enemy, Lord Voldemort. While 
at times Potter’s world seems tranquil 
and beneficent, Voldemort may at any 
moment emerge from the shadows. 
As Voldemort is to Harry Potter, so 
uncertainty is to Muggle accountants. 

Accountants act as the guardians 

of shareholder value, quantifying the 

changing value of a business. But how 

can accountants do that effectively if 

business plans can be blown away so 

easily by uncertainty in its many forms – 

political, economic, market, competitive, 

financial and organisational?

Whereas risks arise in situations 

that have a number of quantifiable 

probabilities, uncertainty applies in 

situations that have only a few. Since 

prehistoric times, humans have had to 

deal with uncertainty, fighting sabre-

tooth tigers and the neighbours, 

coping with floods, crop failures and 

plague. But when money was invented, 

uncertainties became systemic – that 

is, they operate within a complex and 

dynamic interactive system that is 

potentially ‘wicked’. 

But like all other sources of ambiguity 

in business, economics and finance, 

there are indicators to help deal with 

it. Take Brexit: while future outcomes 

are unpredictable, that doesn’t mean 

the dynamic conditions at play can’t be 

sensed, understood and then modelled 

– using indicators. 

There are five key steps you can take 

to do this:

* Identify the key beliefs and 

assumptions about the future – not 

Distrust forecasts 
that are obvious 

extrapolations, and 
dare to consider 

disruptive events 
that can lead to 

a different ‘state 
of the world’

only the most obvious, but 

also the less obvious that are 

tacit and may be taken for 

granted.

* Rate these for certainty and 

importance – and as part of 

the process, also imagine 

scenarios where your 

assumptions work out and 

where they don’t.

* Consider the 

interdependency of your 

assumptions. You could 

draw a diagram of how they 

are connected. 

* Imagine the dynamics – how 

one thing could lead to 

another and set off other 

causal chains.

*    Imagine one or more 

dynamic, future scenarios.

In addition, when dealing with 

uncertainty, senior finance staff 

should consider the following tips:

*    Distrust all forecasts that are obvious, 

linear extrapolations. 

*    During the planning process, 

encourage the top team to reflect 
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Proof of concept

See Adam Deller’s video on the IASB’s 
Conceptual Framework project at  
bit.ly/ConceptFwork

The profit recycling killer
Adam Deller looks at the concerns over IFRS 9, the new kid on the equity investment 
classification block that has put an end to the recycling of gains and losses in the P&L

Moving house is a stressful experience. 
There is a new neighbourhood to adapt 
to, and inevitable challenges with the 
new home. In all the upheaval, people 
often look back and wonder if life 
would have been easier left as it was. 

It’s the same with financial reporting. 

A project to move a standard forward 

can rumble on for years, and then when 

changes arrive, they involve inevitable 

growing pains and a longing for an easier 

life, for the rules that we all knew, even 

if we didn’t love them. IFRS 9, Financial 
Instruments, is one of those standards 

that is likely to cause its adopters pain 

and heartache for some years to come.

Issued in July 2014, IFRS 9 came into 

effect on 1 January 2018, replacing 

IAS 39, Financial Instruments: 
Recognition and Measurement. Any 

loss (P&L). Alternatively, if the intention 

was not to hold the item for short-

term trading, it would be classified as 

available for sale (AFS), with the gains or 

losses listed under other comprehensive 

income (OCI) on the entity’s income 

statement and held in an equity reserve.

In the new neighbourhood, there are 

some similarities. In many ways, these 

two categories remain, albeit AFS assets 

are now classified as fair value through 

other comprehensive income (FVOCI). 

The classification criteria have changed, 

however. Now, FVPL is the default, and 

companies must irrevocably designate 

an item as FVOCI if the investment is 

intended to be long term.

The concerns
Those stakeholders that have taken 

a look at their new equity investment 

surroundings have two main concerns. 

First, they believe the default FVPL 

position may not reflect the business 

model of long-term investors. The 

standard involving financial instruments 

inevitably leads to a wide and varied 

discussion, and the current area of 

concern for numerous stakeholders 

revolves around the classification of 

equity investments.

The European Commission has asked 

the European Financial Reporting 

Advisory Group (EFRAG) to research 

the topic further, and it has produced 

a discussion paper. Sue Lloyd, vice-

chair of the International Accounting 

Standards Board (IASB), has recently 

released a response to this issue on 

behalf of the IASB. This article will look 

at the concerns and the IASB’s response.

The change
In the old neighbourhood, under IAS 39, 

there were two distinct classifications 

for equity investments. If the investment 

was held for short-term trading, it would 

be classified as fair value through profit 

or loss (FVPL), with gains or losses going 

through the statement of profit and 
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FVOCI category is not designed 

for investments held for value 

appreciation or dividend payments.

* Recycling can provide a confusing 

presentation of performance. 

Consistent with its belief that the 

FVOCI designation should cover 

only strategic investments, the IASB 

says that any gains or losses arising 

from such investments are not part 

of an investor’s performance. It adds 

that recycling shows an incomplete 

picture of performance, as only 

impairments and any assets that are 

sold would be recorded in the P&L.

 A big concern over the practice 

of recycling is that investors could 

choose to sell ‘good’ assets to record 

profits in the P&L while keeping 

hold of loss-making investments to 

mask any poor performance. The 

IASB believes this displays a lack of 

prudence, and points to academic 

research that proves companies 

have previously used the recycling 

rules on AFS investments as a way of 

managing earnings and smoothing 

profits. The IASB believes this 

research shows that the recognition 

of gains or losses in the P&L as they 

arise is necessary to prevent this 

tactic of earnings management.

second concern is to do with the rules 

surrounding the ‘recycling’ of any FVOCI 

gains or losses. 

Previously when an AFS asset was 

sold, the gain or loss would be taken 

out of OCI and recognised in profi t and 

loss. Under the new IFRS 9 rules, this is 

not the case with FVOCI instruments. 

Some feel this makes FVOCI unlikely to 

be an appealing alternative to AFS, as 

this inability to transfer the accounting 

to P&L in the event of the sale of an 

AFS asset may mean the investor’s 

performance is not properly refl ected.

In the face of these concerns, some 

have suggested that long-term investors 

may be less likely to hold equity 

investments on a long-term basis, and 

that the IFRS 9 requirements should 

be changed accordingly.

The architect’s response
As the creator of this brave new fi nancial 

instruments world, the IASB believes 

the new IFRS 9 classifi cation rules are 

correct for the following reasons.

* Reporting value changes in the 

P&L gives better information 

about value creation over time. 

The IASB believes that, as the goal 

of any long-term investor is value 

appreciation, the default position 

of treating equity investments as 

FVPL must be the correct one. As 

the P&L is recognised as the primary 

statement of performance, its annual 

recording of gains and losses is a 

better reflection of the economic 

reality than recording one large 

‘recycled’ gain after an asset has 

been held for many years in OCI. 

 The IASB also points out that 

some investors hold shares in a 

company for strategic reasons, such 

as access to particular supplies or 

strengthening relationships, rather 

than simply gains in value. That is 

why the alternative to hold items as 

FVOCI remains. The IASB says the 

Some companies 
used the recycling 

rules on AFS 
investments as a 
way of managing 

earnings and 
smoothing profits
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More information

Get CPD units by answering 
questions on this article at 
accaglobal.com/abcpd

More information

Get CPD units by answering 
questions on this article at 
accaglobal.com/abcpd

The IASB’s take on IFRS 9 can be 
found at bit.ly/IFRS-IFRS9, and the 
EFRAG paper at bit.ly/EFRAG-IFRS9

suggestion that if IFRS 9 were to allow 

recycling, then an impairment model 

would also be appropriate from a 

conceptual standpoint.

The EFRAG findings seem to support 

the IASB’s belief that the number of 

companies holding large amounts of 

AFS is relatively small. 

One of the main findings of the initial 

EFRAG research is that the majority 

of the respondents do not expect to 

modify their holding period for equities 

following the introduction of IFRS 9 

at the start of this year. It is also worth 

noting that those who do intend to 

modify their holding period are doing 

so because they believe that gains or 

losses from these investments are part 

of their performance, and they see the 

new IFRS 9 rules as a mismatch.

The new community?
There is still work to be done in 

establishing the new financial reporting 

environment. EFRAG will collate the 

responses from the discussion paper 

and deliver technical advice to the 

European Commission. 

The IASB continues to believe that the 

principles of IFRS 9 are correct, although 

it does not claim that they are perfect. 

It believes the post-implementation 

* Reintroducing a recycling rule 

would make it necessary to add an 

impairment test. Under the AFS 

rules in IAS 39, an asset would be 

classed as impaired if it underwent 

‘significant and prolonged decline’. 

This led to a wide variety of 

applications, often resulting in 

impairment being recognised too 

late and inadequately. The IASB 

has designed the FVOCI category 

in IFRS 9 without recycling so that 

no gains or losses are recorded in 

the P&L, meaning no impairment 

rules are required. Similarly, no 

impairment rules are required for 

FVPL assets, as the gains or losses 

are automatically recorded in P&L.

* Relatively few companies hold 

significant AFS equity investments. 

The IASB’s research concluded 

that only a relatively small group of 

companies, primarily in insurance 

and utilities, hold significant 

holdings of equity investments.

The surveyors
Asked by the European Commission 

to conduct research on these matters. 

EFRAG has released a discussion paper, 

inviting further comments. One of the 

things arising from the paper is the 

review of IFRS 9, which is expected 

to begin two years after the standard 

has been applied, is the correct place 

to address any concerns. If this review 

finds that IFRS 9 has indeed had a 

detrimental effect on equity investment, 

then this will be taken seriously and 

reviewed at that stage.

It is unlikely that any consensus will 

be reached any time soon, and this 

is part of the inevitable fallout from 

the release of such a large, complex 

standard. These discussions are all part 

of the process, and should continue to 

contribute towards the pursuit of more 

robust and effective standards. 

One thing, though, is for sure: IFRS 9 

is here to stay. There may be a period 

of settling into the new neighbourhood, 

but it is likely that we will have to adapt 

to our new surroundings – at least for 

the next few years. AB

Adam Deller is a financial reporting 

specialist and lecturer
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China cuts VAT 
China’s State Council has announced reductions in mainland VAT, with 

businesses being saved RMB400bn (US$62.8bn) in this year alone, it has said. 

Rates have been lowered (from 1 May) from 17% to 16% for manufacturing 

and other industries, and 11% to 10% for transport, construction bills, standard 

telecommunications services and direct farm output purchasers by consumers 

(12% when these goods are bought by manufacturers for onward processing). 

Meanwhile, the council widened the bracket for smaller business taxpayers 

paying flat-rate 3% VAT without input VAT deductions from RMB500,000 

(US$78,500) for manufacturing and RMB800,000 (US$125,000) for retail and wholesale 

businesses to RMB5m (US$785,000), covering all sectors; this higher cap in the past 

only covered service providers.

Technical update
A monthly roundup of the latest developments in taxation, audit, codes,  
standards, agreements, guidance and consultations across Asia Pacific

Meanwhile, an Inland Revenue 

(Amendment) (No 3) Bill 2018 has been 

tabled to boost tax deductions for 

qualifying research and development 

(R&D) activities, with a first HK$2m 

(US$255,000) spent on qualifying R&D 

enjoying a 300% tax deduction and 

200% on further R&D expenditure. This 

is up from current levels of 100%. 

Venture capital notice
An Inland Revenue Ordinance 

(Amendment of Schedule 16) Notice 

2018 has been tabled at the Hong 

Kong Legislative Council guaranteeing 

that offshore venture capital funds 

co-investing with the Hong Kong 

government under its Innovation and 

Technology Venture Fund will not lose 

profits tax exemption status usually 

available for tech startups. 

Compensation consultation
Hong Kong’s Securities and Futures 

Commission (SFC) is consulting on 

proposed reforms to its Investor 

Compensation Regime: increasing the 

compensation limit from HK$150,000 

(US$19,101) to HK$500,000 (US$63,700) 

per investor per default; covering 

mainland China trading under the 

Mainland-Hong Kong Stock Connect 

system; and raising trigger levels for 

suspending and reinstating Investor 

Compensation Fund levies. 

New biotech listing rules
The Hong Kong Stock Exchange has 

announced that new listing rules 

took effect from 30 April, allowing 

listings of biotech issuers not meeting 

standard financial eligibility tests 

Hong Kong

Stamp duty change
The Hong Kong government has 

released a Stamp Duty (Amendment) 

(No 2) Ordinance 2018 stating that the 

acquisition of more than one residential 

property in Hong Kong after 12 April 

2017 will attract stamp duty of 15%, 

even if the purchaser/transferee is 

a Hong Kong permanent resident 

without other property in the special 

administrative region. 

Inland revenue amendments
An Inland Revenue (Amendment) (No 

2) Bill 2018 has been tabled at the 

Hong Kong Legislative Council to 

expand profits tax deduction for Hong 

Kong company capital expenditure 

on buying intellectual property rights. 

If the law is passed, tax deductions 

could be claimed for payments on 

layout designs for an integrated circuit; 

plant variety production; and buying 

performers’ economic rights, such as 

recording contracts.  
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Managers more accountable
The MAS has proposed guidelines 

strengthening the accountability 

of financial institution senior 

managers, improving conduct within 

the sector. They include that such 

institutions identify senior managers 

responsible for core management 

functions and clearly specify their 

accountabilities, ensuring they are 

qualified and able.

Sanctions update
The MAS has been updating its list of 

UN-sanctioned individuals and entities 

to enable compliance with Singapore’s 

anti-money laundering and combating 

the financing of terrorism requirements. 

Recent entries cover North Korea, the 

Democratic Republic of the Congo 

and Eritrea. 

Compliance rewarded 
The Singapore Stock Exchange (SGX) has 

launched an ‘SGX Fast Track’ programme 

to recognise listed companies with good 

corporate governance standing and 

compliance records, who will receive 

prioritised clearance for selected SGX 

corporate action submissions, including 

requests for waivers and applications for 

share placements. 

IRAS guidance
The Inland Revenue Authority of 

Singapore (IRAS) has released a guide 

on the income tax treatment of real 

estate investment trust exchange-

traded funds. IRAS has also published 

guidance on the income tax treatment 

of real estate investment trusts and 

approved sub-trusts.

CRS returns time
The tax office has said that 

Singapore financial institutions may now 

start submitting their OECD common 

reporting standard (CRS) returns for 

reporting year 2017. All CRS returns, 

and companies with weighted voting 

right structures. A new concessionary 

secondary listing route for greater 

China and international companies is 

now operating. 

HKICPA warning
The Hong Kong Institute of Certified 

Public Accountants (HKICPA) has 

released a formal circular warning that 

it can withdraw legally required annual 

certifications by Hong Kong accountants 

of gross fees charged by solicitors 

working in the territory should the 

HKICPA receive evidence that the fee 

declarations were inaccurate. 

Online guidelines proposed
The SFC is consulting on proposed 

guildelines on online distribution and 

advisory platforms that advise on their 

design and operation, including how 

they provide automated or robo-advice.

Mainland China

Anti-cancer medicines boost
China’s state administration of taxation 

and ministry of finance have announced 

that VAT rate of sales of anti-cancer 

medicines is being levied at 3% from 1 

May, down from 17%. 

Singapore

OTC derivatives change 
The Monetary Authority of 

Singapore (MAS) is to require over-

the-counter (OTC) derivatives to be 

cleared on central counterparties 

(CCPs) from 1 October. This will apply 

to Singapore dollar and US dollar 

fixed-floating interest rate swaps – 

the most widely traded interest rate 

derivatives in Singapore. Banks whose 

gross notional outstanding OTC 

derivatives exceed SG$20bn (US$15bn) 

will have to clear trades through MAS-

regulated CCPs. 

including nil returns, must be submitted 

electronically to IRAS via its ‘Submit CRS 

Return’ e-service. No paper returns will 

be accepted. 

Online booking
Singapore’s Accounting and Corporate 

Regulatory Authority (ACRA) has launched 

a new online appointment booking 

service for business registrations, reducing 

waiting times for consultations. 

Malaysia

GST advice
The Royal Malaysian Customs has 

released a guide for remitting goods and 

services tax late payment penalties via its 

online Taxpayer Access Point (TAP). The 

system enables companies and individual 

traders to contest penalties they regard 

as being unfair. 

Venture forth
Securities Commission Malaysia (SC) has 

called on venture capital management 

companies to apply to tap a new RM1bn 

(US$254m) government-run fund. The 

Venture Capital Fund Co-ordination 

Committee, of major institutional 

investors and chaired by the SC, 

has been established to co-ordinate 

application assessments. Preferred 

sectors include information and 

communications technology.

Smart move
The Inland Revenue Board Malaysia 

has launched a Q code access 

system supplying tax information 

through smartphones.

Guide to AI
The MAS is developing a guide to 

promote the responsible and ethical use 

of artificial intelligence (AI). AB

Keith Nuthall and Wang Fangqing, 

journalists
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goods and services. And they can spend 

money through consuming electricity 

and parts, just as humans buy food.

The European Parliament discussed 

last year whether robots could become 

autonomous enough to be granted 

legal personalities (duties and rights 

separate from their human developers, 

who could not realistically foresee how 

their creations might behave). It warned 

that if a bot functioning as a nursing 

home companion went rogue and 

punched an elderly human resident, EU 

directive 85/374/EEC governing liability 

for defective products might not apply. 

The philosopher René Descartes 
famously said ‘I think, therefore I am’, 
but for an autonomous robot the 
equivalent may be ‘I think, therefore 
I pay tax’. With the rise of robots 
equipped with artificial intelligence 
(AI), capable of choosing actions, 
learning from their environment 
and performing tasks better and 
faster than their flesh-and-blood 
developers, the question of their fiscal 
responsibility is occupying minds.

Microsoft founder Bill Gates set the 

debate alight last year by suggesting 

not only that companies using robots 

should pay tax on their (presumably 

greater) profits, but also that the robots 

themselves should be taxed. ‘Right now, 

if a human worker does, say, U$50,000 

worth of work in a factory, that income 

is taxed and national insurance paid,’ 

Gates said. ‘If a robot comes in to do 

the same thing, you’d think that we’d 

tax the robot at a similar level.’

The root of such thinking is that an 

autonomous robot is fundamentally 

different from a machine such as an 

assembly plant paint sprayer, an Alexa 

personal assistant, or even a smart fridge. 

Autonomous robots can create valuable 

Rise of the robotax 
The fear of armies of autonomous robots cutting a swathe through human workers 
and decimating the state’s revenue base is fuelling calls to tax the use of robots
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However, Boutellis-Taft says that 

singling out robotics for special taxation 

is fraught with potential diffi culties, 

notably a legal defi nition of robots. 

Would this include chatbots that 

HR companies use to interview job 

applicants, for example, or assembly line 

machines networked with and learning 

from similar machines? Would it include 

accounting software that helps people 

complete tax returns, or technology that 

part-writes company reports? ‘There are 

a lot of really diffi cult questions about 

where you draw the line,’ he says. Basing 

taxation on how many jobs a robot 

might replace, for example, generates 

yet more diffi cult questions. Say a robot 

operates older machinery (for instance, 

a combine harvester), which in the past 

itself made many human jobs redundant, 

how could you make a fair calculation of 

the tax owed? 

And, on the other side of the 

equation, some businesses might 

exist only because they use robots. 

Boutellis-Taft points out that robots can 

create jobs rather than replace them. 

‘Our tax systems were developed on a 

totally different economic model and 

are gradually reaching exhaustion,’ 

he concludes.

The Frankfurt-based International 

Federation of Robotics (IFR) thinks 

current liability laws are suffi cient, 

And if robots could be sued, they might 

need to be paid to be able to cover 

any damages. And if they were paid, 

perhaps they should pay tax.

ACCA’s head of taxation Chas Roy-

Chowdhury believes it would be hard 

to make a case for special taxes on 

robotics that lack autonomous AI, given 

that robots have been used in factories 

for years. But he adds: ‘If you have 

self-awareness of robots, where they 

are allowed into society as free-willed 

individuals, that’s where you cross the 

bridge and have to start thinking about 

whether they are taxable individuals.’

Olivier Boutellis-Taft, CEO of 

Accountancy Europe, an umbrella 

body for professional accountancy 

organisations, thinks that it is impossible 

to tax robots as individuals if they have 

no legal rights. ‘Until we have robot 

citizens and they are self-aware, I think 

that’s a philosophical debate,’ he says.

There is, however, the issue of 

whether robots’ owners should attract 

special taxes because the robots 

replace human jobs. The tax revenue 

could be spent on retraining and 

supporting the unemployed. 

While an early draft resolution by the 

European Parliament suggesting a ‘tax 

on the work performed by a robot, or a 

fee for using and maintaining a robot’ 

was rejected, the European Commission 

has set up an expert group to draft 

guidelines for the ethical development 

and use of AI by the end of this year. In 

doing so, it raises some big questions, 

including how moral responsibility 

should be attributed and apportioned, 

and who is responsible (and in what 

sense) for untoward outcomes.

Roy-Chowdhury points out that 

studies have considered that the 

reduction in tax revenue brought on 

by high unemployment as a result of 

robot ubiquity might lead to a rethink of 

taxation policy to enable governments 

to function.

for the time being at least. Perhaps 

understandably, it is against taxes 

on robots – whether as autonomous 

economic agents or on companies 

using lots of AI. ‘Profi ts, not the means 

of making them, should be taxed,’ 

says Joe Gemma, president and 

CEO of Kuka Robotics, and IFR past 

president. He argues that the use of 

industrial robots to carry out repetitive 

or dangerous tasks creates safer, higher 

skilled and higher salaried jobs.

How the rest of the world will 

ultimately respond remains to be seen. 

South Korean president Moon Jae-in’s 

government announced in March it 

would reduce tax breaks for investment 

in industrial automation equipment. And 

in the US, a member of San Francisco’s 

city council has created a committee to 

explore options for extending the city’s 

payroll tax to companies using robots to 

perform jobs humans currently do.

Meanwhile, in Geneva, the 

International Organization for 

Standardization has established a 

technical committee for robotics, which 

has 12 standards under development. 

The committee’s strategic business plan 

acknowledges that resolving ethical 

and legal issues is a priority: ‘Coherent 

strategies for adopting autonomous 

features are urgently needed and need 

to be developed with related disciplines.’

The rise of the robots – and the need 

for concrete action on the issue of 

taxation – is still some way off, though. 

The US car industry, for example, 

installed more than 60,000 robots 

between 2010 and 2015, while expanding 

its human headcount by 230,000. And 

the IFR points to McKinsey Global 

Institute research that found that more 

than 90% of occupations will not be fully 

automatable in future. For the time being 

at least, robots and humans will work 

together, hopefully in harmony. AB

 

Keith Nuthall, journalist

‘If you have self-
awareness of 

robots you have 
to start thinking 

about whether 
they are taxable’ 
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The bear necessities
It turns out that working with cuddly toys is no child’s play. It involves innovative thinking 
and complex business models, as Build-A-Bear FD Christian Cook FCCA explains

Build-A-Bear’s selling point is that 
customers can build the toy; the 
retailer is also helping build the 
career of its finance director. When 
Christian Cook FCCA joined Build-
A-Bear in 2015 as finance director, 
UK and Europe, the parent company 
was implementing a new strategy 
following the hiring of the new group 
CEO in 2013. 

‘I was interested in being part of the 

changes from a European perspective,’ 

says Cook, ‘bringing my retail 

experience to a US-owned business.’ 

The job also appealed because of the 

requirement for broad shoulders. ‘My 

role is greater than that of a typical 

FD,’ he says. ‘For instance, it includes 

working with my managing director on 

running European operations.’

Responsibility also extends to 

looking after real estate and evaluating 

different opportunities to grow. For 

example, the company is introducing 

the concept of concourse units; these 

are mini-outlets located in the middle 

of the shopping mall rather than being 

a traditional store: same footfall, lower 

property cost. 

In the last year, Cook has helped to 

open three stores within Fenwick, the 

department store chain. And he has 

also worked on opening a store in the 

Shanghai Disney Resort, a task he took 

on within six months of his arrival at 

Build-A-Bear, supporting finance, HR, 

merchandise and operation.

Key performance indicators (KPIs) for 

Cook are sales and margins. Salaries are 
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2006 
The year Build-A-Bear arrived in the 

UK, following the purchase of two 

businesses, Amsbra and the Bear 

Factory, part of iconic toy store Hamleys.

US$364m 
Group revenue. UK and Europe 

operations comprise 60 company-

owned managed stores in UK, Ireland 

and Denmark, plus an online store, all 

totalling 20% of group revenue.

400 stores in six countries
In US, Canada, Denmark, Ireland, 

Puerto Rico and China. There are 

also franchise stores in areas in Africa 

and elsewhere in Asia, Europe, Middle 

East and Mexico.

Basicsithe largest variable cost, so he keeps a 

close eye on payroll. The biggest fixed 

cost is property. In terms of sales, ‘we 

look weekly at the number of toys’ skins 

and attachments sold.’  

The company is currently rolling out 

a new store format – termed Discovery 

Store – colourful, with a clear walk-

through of the bear-building stages. 

And now, near the entrance of the 

Bluewater store in Kent where the 

interview takes place, in pride of place 

is a machine that churns the filling, like 

oversized candyfloss, that the ‘bear 

builders’ use to stuff the toys. As well as 

store upgrades in a bid to broaden its 

appeal, the company has expanded its 

range through licensed products. 

Giving the UK perspective
Cook spends time talking to the 

US agreeing budgets for the year, 

discussing the quarterly forecasts 

and monthly sales plans, as well as 

formulating longer term strategic 

plans. He also works with the US-

based departments such as legal, IT 

and systems, tax and merchandising. ‘I 

provide a UK perspective for areas they 

need to look at, and we work out how 

best to get the required work done.’

The company recognises cultural 

differences, preferences and habits 

between consumers in different 

markets. ‘In the US the stores are bigger 

and cheaper than in the UK,’ says Cook. 

‘UK consumers are ahead in embracing 

online shopping, and the UK has 

embraced contactless technology; in 

the US chip-and-pin is still not standard. 

We highlight those nuances and feed 

them into planning.’

However, some elements are 

standard: the look of the stores and 

the product lines across continents and 

the release of a blockbuster animation 

movie with its licensed character will 

spark interest in the stores. 

Globally the company is seeing 

evidence that the traditional shopping-

mall-based traffic is declining. 

‘Consumers’ shopping habits are 

evolving, doing more online including 

buying on mobile devices,’ Cook says. 

The company has responded with a 

new website, launched at the end of 

September 2017, offering exclusive 

online licensed deals.  

Cook has also played a part in the 

company-wide introduction of an ERP 

system, which is due to go live this 

month. Other systems – from the stores 

and merchandising – feed seamlessly 

into the new ERP, data is secured faster 

and the manual workload should reduce. 

‘The new system is better in finding 

information to act on rather than data 

to interpret,’ says Cook. ‘A key for the 

finance team is that you are a support 

function for the rest of the team,’ he 

says. ‘I need to make it easy for non-

finance people to know where to look 

and help them with the actions they 

need to take.’

Up a notch
The idea of supporting the business is 

crucial to Cook. ‘I wanted to take all my 

years of retail experience and move it 

up a notch.’ For him, it is a given that 

financial control and reporting is robust. 

‘You make the difference strengthening 

the connection between the finance 

and non-finance parts of the business, 

working with the rest of the business in 

delivering the strategy,’ he says. ‘Both 

the finance and the business goals and 

objectives have to be delivered.’ 

That includes driving performance, 

efficiencies and operations. ‘The 

grounding you have with the ACCA 

Qualification gives you that ability to 

engage with the business,’ Cook says. 

‘Besides accounting, there is more call 

now than ever for the other skills that 

ACCA gives you – law, technology, 

business insight, project planning.’  

Although there are no definitive 

timelines, ultimately Cook has his 

sights set on an MD or CEO role. ‘I 

am more than a numbers person,’ he 

says. ‘People describe me as not a 

typical accountant; I like being with 

the business, understanding and 

contributing to what goes on behind 

the numbers.’ 

To really get to know the business 

accountants in retail should, Cook says, 

get out of the office and into the stores. 

He’s stuffed the bears at Build-A-Bear 

and has worked the shopfloor for all his 

employers. He encourages his team to 

go out and do the same, especially over 

busy Christmas periods.  

Reflecting on his two decades’ 

experience, he says: ‘The simplest thing 

about retail is that if you have the right 

product at the price that customers are 

prepared to pay, then they’ll buy it. And 

the best retailers differentiate through 

their customer service. That includes us 

and our experience.’ AB

Peter Williams, journalist
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1993

2000

Success story
ACCA has enjoyed three decades of partnership in mainland 
China. We look back at some of the highlights

1980-89

1988

An ACCA delegation visits 

the China Association for 

International Exchange of 

Personnel, the Ministry of 

Finance and the Chinese 

Institute of Certified Public 

Accountants (CICPA), 

two weeks after CICPA’s 

establishment.

1990-99

1993

The first ACCA training 

programme is set up, at 

Shanghai University of 

Finance and Economics. 

Selected universities in 

Beijing, Guangzhou, Tianjin, 

Dalian and Wuhan set up 

similar programmes.

1998

ACCA opens offices in 

Beijing and Shanghai.

2000-09

2000

More than 100 graduates 

attend award ceremonies in 

Beijing and Shanghai.

2001

ACCA opens an office in 

Guangzhou.

2004

ACCA holds its first ‘Job 

Hunting Competition’ in 

Shanghai to help university 

students improve their 

employability. It has 

since become a national 

university competition. 

| Ping An becomes the 

first Platinum Approved 

Employer in China.

2006

ACCA and CICPA co-

organise the first Training 

for Trainers programme for 

1988

university lecturers. By the 

third year of the programme, 

82 university lecturers 

receive training.

2008

ACCA holds its first 

Educator Forum in 

Shanghai to accelerate 

the development of 

accounting talents. 

| Shanghai University of 

Finance and Economics 

is the first ACCA 

Platinum Approved 

Learning Partner in China. 

| First ACCA Steering 

Team formed in Shanghai 

comprising senior ACCA 

members. Teams in ACCA 

Northern and Southern 

China are also formed. 

| ACCA opens an office 

in Shenzhen.
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2010…

2010

ACCA and CICPA sign 

a memorandum of 

understanding (MoU) during 

the World Congress of 

Accountants in Malaysia, 

signed by ACCA chief 

executive Helen Brand and 

CICPA secretary general 

Chen Yugui. | ZTE Corporate 

becomes the first ACCA 

Global Approved Employer 

in mainland China.

2012

ACCA opens an office 

in Shenyang.

2013

ACCA and BDO sign a 

strategic MoU in Shanghai 

to develop international 

finance talents. BDO 

becomes one of ACCA’s 

Platinum Approved 

Employers. | ACCA signs an 

MoU with Xiamen National 

Accounting Institute. | ACCA 
China Professional Expert 

Forum is established to 

cooperate with industry 

on economic reform and 

enterprise transformation.

2015

ACCA opens offices in 

Wuhan and Qingdao. 

| Shanghai National 

Accounting Institute 

(SNAI) and ACCA 

launch SNAI-ACCA CFO 

Leadership Research Centre 

in Shanghai.

2016

ACCA signs strategic 

cooperation agreement 

with Beijing National 

Accounting Institute 

and Shanghai National 

Accounting Institute 

respectively. | ACCA 

launches its landmark 

ACCA Qualification – the 

future at a national ceremony 

in Shanghai.

2017

ACCA partners with ZTE 

Finance Cloud to launch 

the Chinese Certificate in 

Global Business Services. 

| ACCA opens an office 

in Changsha.

2018

ACCA creates new 

Greater China portfolio. 

| ACCA celebrates 30 years 

in China. AB

2006 2010

2013 2015

2016
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Change agent
Helen Brand, ACCA chief executive and Ada Leung, ACCA director, Greater China, 
describe ACCA’s role in transforming the accountancy profession in mainland China

An ACCA delegation met with Chinese Institute of Certified 
Public Accountants (CICPA) officials in 1988. How crucial was 
that first meeting to the development of the profession in 
mainland China? 
Helen Brand: The meeting laid very firm foundations for 

what came next. That the meeting 

took place at all required vision from 

all concerned – not least from the then 

ACCA chief executive, Anthea Rose, 

and the president of CICPA, Madam 

Feng Shuping.

Ada Leung: The first meeting 

between ACCA and CICPA shaped 

the long-term friendship between 

both organisations. This tradition 

has been carried on; leaders of both 

bodies meet annually to recognise 

the achievement of the partnership 

in the past year and share ideas 

on new collaboration to promote the development of 

the profession. 

Why do you think the strong partnership with CICPA and 
other bodies in China has endured for 30 years?

HB: We have worked very hard to 

understand the needs of our partners 

and then deliver in order to contribute 

to their success. We take a long-

term view of relationships and the 

development of the profession, which 

aligns very well with the approach 

of our Chinese partners. We have 

also invested in China – people, 

infrastructure and professional insights 

– so that the outcome is a global 

offering that is nationally relevant.         

AL: Bearing public value in mind, 

ACCA has always been a valuable 

We have worked 
very hard to 

understand the 
needs of our 

partners and then 
deliver in order 
to contribute to 

their success
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partner by sharing our global experience and networks with 

our partners to help realise their ambitions. We understand 

the importance of listening to what our Chinese partners 

need and believe that the delivery of sustainable value to our 

partners is the only way to build a strong partnership. We are 

proud of our close working relationships with Chinese partners 

including the ministry of finance, CICPA, the three national 

accounting institutes, universities and employers.

How has the accounting profession evolved in China over the 
last three decades and what contribution has ACCA made to 
its progress?
HB: The accountancy profession in China has now aligned very 

much with international standards. ACCA’s most significant 

contribution has been through the provision of the talent 

to work to those standards and provide the best possible 

financial leadership.      

AL: The importance of the profession has been widely 

recognised as it contributes greatly to the sustainable growth 

of the Chinese economy and therefore to society. ACCA 

has actively been contributing in many national initiatives 

while bringing an unparalleled international perspective. We 

are also proud of our members, who enable thousands of 

organisations, in the private and public sector, to function 

sustainably every day, with their expertise, professionalism and 

commitment to public value.

With ACCA Qualification – the future, ACCA has set the 
standard for the development of high-quality professional 
accountants. How will the innovations introduced to the 
qualification support China’s talent pipeline?
HB: By their very nature, the innovations to the ACCA 

Qualification are leading-edge. Because ACCA works so 

closely with China’s top universities, many of the developments 

will become embedded in the Chinese university system, 

ensuring that emerging talent is work-ready and capable of 

performing to the highest standards on the global stage. That 

is where Chinese business is now operating and where future 

development lies.

AL: Our research with Chinese CFOs has told us that the top 

three key skills accountants should have in order to grow 

their businesses are ethics, professionalism and management 

competencies, which are fully reflected in ACCA Qualification 

– the future. 

Partnerships are vital to capacity-building in China. How has 
ACCA sought to nurture these?
AL: Our partners are absolutely critical to the creation 

and delivery of value to the profession. We have been 

working hard with our partners in achieving shared 

success. In partnership with universities and learning 

providers, we have always stood side by side with them to 

innovate our support to enhance student progression and 

employability. We’re constantly talking to leading employers 

to understand their expectations from the profession and 

how ACCA can support their business growth by building a 

sustainable talent pipeline. 

The Belt and Road initiative (BRI) has garnered a great 
deal of attention throughout the region and will impact 
professional accountants in China and beyond. How has 

ACCA in three words 
HB: 
Pioneering ACCA was the first international professional 

accountancy body to start working in China. That set the tone 

for innovation and leadership over the next 30 years.

Collaborative ACCA has worked hard to understand 

and respond to the needs of China’s economic 

development and the policies of the ministry of finance. 

This has involved collaboration with numerous partners such 

as CICPA, national and regional government agencies, the 

national accounting institutes, universities and employers 

across all sectors.

Quality ACCA’s members and students in China are 

trained to the highest international standards through the 

ACCA Qualification, therefore building the capacity of 

Chinese businesses to grow sustainably and globally. We 

are very proud of the contribution made by our ethical 

professional accountants.     

AL:
Forward-looking Since we established our presence 

in China, ACCA has been shaping the future of the 

accounting profession through actively taking part 

in the transformation and upgrade of the country’s 

economic development. 

Partnership We believe that, by working with partners, we 

achieve more than working alone. We are also proud to see 

many sustainable outcomes achieved through our successful 

partnership in China. Leveraging on our unrivalled global 

network, we have created important connections between our 

partners in China and the rest of the world. 

Opportunity ACCA provides opportunities to young, talented 

people who aspire to become professional accountants. In 

the last 30 years, ACCA has made many dreams come true in 

different walks of life. 
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In 2017 ACCA China opened an offi ce in Changsha, 
Hunan province – the ninth to open in mainland China.

ACCA sought to inform and support 
members in responding to the 
business needs of the initiative?

HB: ACCA was again a fi rst-mover in 

understanding the importance of BRI 

to China, the global economy and the 

profession. We have been working 

on research and insights to inform 

the successful implementation of BRI, 

and promoted this across our work. 

Very importantly, we are mobilising 

our global network of members and 

partners in order to support the initiative and ensure that 

everyone benefi ts from the opportunities that BRI undoubtedly 

creates.  

AL: As a truly global organisation, ACCA has a presence 

in 25 countries along the Belt and Road route. This gives 

us strength to make important connections amongst our 

global networks of members and partners, sharing business 

insights and best practices. We aim to develop future-proof 

‘BRI-ready’ capabilities to support members and partners 

through the ACCA Qualifi cation, relevant CPD and focused 

research and insights, unlocking their potential to reap 

rewards from BRI. 

What have been the stand-out developments made by ACCA 
in mainland China?
HB: First and foremost it has to be the creation of so many 

world-class Chinese members! I don’t think anyone would 

have predicted 30 years ago that the ACCA president would 

be from China – now Jenny Gu from Shanghai is the vice-

president and due to assume the presidency in two years’ 

time. I am also hugely proud of the ACCA China team 

who work tirelessly in supporting all our stakeholders and 

upholding ACCA’s global standards and brand.   

AL: It is defi nitely our members! They have contributed so 

much to ACCA’s reputation and infl uence in China. ACCA 

members live and breathe the core values of ACCA. We 

have tremendous pride in what our members have achieved 

in their roles and for the country. Being Chinese, I am also 

proud to be part of an ACCA team that has the vision and 

commitment to contribute in developing the accounting 

profession that China needs.  

What can members and students in 
China look forward to from ACCA?
HB: We recognise the unique 

market environment and 

requirements of China. ACCA 

is investing heavily in the right 

operating model for China that will 

ensure that members and students 

receive better personalised and 

effi cient services. This model will also 

support improved thought leadership, 

employment opportunities and 

brand recognition.

AL: We put our members and 

students at the heart of our activities in China. We 

promise that ACCA will always be at the forefront in shaping 

the future of the profession. By doing so, our members and 

students can receive the best opportunity and services to 

support their ambitions.

What will be the highlight for you of this year’s China 
30 celebrations?
HB: I am sure that it will be the pride and excitement shown 

by our members in China, which will inspire all of us to even 

greater achievements in the decades ahead. 

AL: I am proud to see the creation of the new Greater 

China market during this landmark year for ACCA China. 

Bringing together our teams in mainland China and Hong 

Kong, we will provide more opportunities for our members, 

students and partners. The strength of this network means 

we will align even more closely with employers, and this new 

structure will ensure we work as one team on key national 

developments such as our Belt and Road and Greater Bay 

Area initiatives. AB

ACCA’s members 
in China are 

among our best 
and brightest 

ambassadors; we 
have tremendous 

pride in what they 
have achieved
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What it means for members
The innovations to the ACCA Qualifi cation ensure that 

members will continue to be recognised as individuals who 

are ready to lead, adapt and help their organisation succeed, 

with the right blend of technical, ethical and professional 

skills. ACCA has built on its current exams to remain relevant 

in the modern world; in the same way our members continue 

to keep their knowledge up to date through our professional 

development (CPD) programmes. As ever, the rigour of the 

qualifi cation remains paramount.

Want to help the next generation?
One thing members can do is to act as a mentor for ACCA 

students going through our syllabus and exams, and taking the 

next steps in their career. A mentor can unlock the potential of 

the next generation of ACCA members and help secure our 

future reputation. Find out more at accaglobal.com/advocacy.

Strategic advantage
A range of innovations to the ACCA Qualifi cation include a new Strategic Business 
Reporting exam launching later this year. Judith Bennett explains

From September, the ACCA 
Qualifi cation takes the next 
step in its evolution with the 
introduction of the Strategic 
Business Reporting exam. 
It is a signifi cant move, 
closely allied to the launch 
of a new Strategic Business 
Leader case study, which 
together with our specialist 
Options exams will form 
a redesigned upper level 
of the exam journey for 
ACCA students.

This top level of the ACCA 

Qualifi cation – now called 

Strategic Professional – aims 

to help form the professional 

accountant of the future. It 

will build on changes in the 

qualifi cation that have already 

been implemented: the new 

Ethics and Professional Skills 

module and the introduction 

of more work-relevant 

computer-based exams. 

These innovations are the 

result of in-depth research 

that sets out the biggest 

drivers for change and 

the future skills that will 

be needed by tomorrow’s 

professional accountants. 

The result of conversations 

with more than 2,000 

C-suite and senior fi nance 

professionals across the 

world, ACCA’s Professional 
Accountants – the future 
report showed that the 

increasingly globalised, 

digitised and uncertain 

business environment means 

professional accountants will 

have a more vital role to play 

than ever.

The changes we are 

making to the qualifi cation 

will help to ensure students 

are equipped with the 

best professional skills and 

technical ability to respond 

to these challenges.

The Strategic Business 

Reporting exam will 

take corporate fi nancial 

reporting to a new level. 

Replacing the existing 

P2 Corporate Reporting 

exam, it is designed to 

expose students to the 

wider context of fi nance 

and business reporting. 

It develops the vital skills 

they will need to explain 

and communicate the 

implications of transactions 

and reporting to all 

stakeholders. Equipped with 

these enhanced reporting 

skills, they will become 

‘persuaders in chief’ to 

the board, ensuring that 

directors are equipped with 

the knowledge to take the 

best course of action.

Drivers of change
To provide some context 

for this change, it is 

necessary to understand 

the drivers of change that 

are exerting pressure on 

the accountancy profession 

and the wider business 

and fi nancial communities. 

ACCA research indicates that 

regulation and governance, 

digital technologies, 

stakeholder expectations 

and globalisation are all 

combining to shake up the 

way that organisations report 

their fi nancial and non-

fi nancial performance.

Explaining these changes 

and the impact they will have 

on the organisation will fall to 

the professional accountant. 

The scope of corporate 

reporting will increase; more 

regulation, more disclosure 

and an increased awareness 

of how fi nancial reporting 

interconnects with non-

fi nancial reporting mean 

professional accountants 

will need to communicate a 

more comprehensive view of 

corporate reporting.

The bigger picture
Financial reporting will 

remain at the core of the 

exam, as strong technical 

skills and ethical mindsets 

will be pivotal to success, 

but corporate reporting 

is becoming more holistic 

– less about the numbers 

and more about the 

organisation’s ‘story’. 

The changes to the 

qualifi cation will equip 
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More information

Find out more about the changes to the ACCA Qualification 
at future.accaglobal.com/changes-to-the-qualification

a professional accountant, 

according to Professional 
Accountants – the future, is 

the ability to communicate 

a holistic view of corporate 

reporting, presenting the big 

picture of an organisation’s 

performance and progress, 

rather than focusing on the 

detailed numbers. 

The changes to the ACCA 

Qualification, the Strategic 

Business Reporting exam 

and the Strategic Business 

Leader case study (which 

Equipped with 
these enhanced 
reporting skills, 

professional 
accountants 
will become 

‘persuaders in 
chief’ to the board

you can read about in more 

detail in my article in the 

March edition of AB) will 

equip our members with 

the skills to reaffirm their 

competencies in these 

areas. It is an evolution that 

will ensure the professional 

accountant remains relevant 

in today’s and tomorrow’s 

business reporting world. AB

Judith Bennett is ACCA’s 

director of professional 

qualifications

students with the skills that 

are required to present 

this big picture, carefully 

selecting details so that 

stakeholders do not drown 

in information.

This is 

why ACCA 

has evolved 

the former 

corporate 

reporting 

syllabus, 

which already 

incorporated 

a holistic 

approach, 

into the new 

Strategic 

Business Reporting exam, 

with a requirement to 

examine corporate reporting 

from different perspectives. 

Among the 10 key 

competencies required by 
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More information

Visit accaglobal.com/wcoa to access your discount code 
and register for our member reception
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Global summit
Special rates and events for ACCA members at this November’s 
agenda-setting World Congress of Accountants in Sydney

Members attending 
the World Congress of 
Accountants (WCOA) on 
5–8 November are entitled 
to special conference 
rates as a result of ACCA’s 
gold sponsorship of the 
event. They will also enjoy 
an ACCA programme of 
networking and CPD events.

The networking 

opportunities include an 

ACCA member reception 

on 6 November at Doltone 

House, Jones Bay Wharf, 

a heritage venue with views 

of Sydney Harbour Bridge.

Members attending will 

be able to look for their 

name on ACCA’s member 

wall, which is touring the 

world to celebrate the 

200,000-member milestone. 

Having already visited 

Europe, Asia and Africa, the 

wall will go on to Australia for 

its grand finale at the WCOA. 

Hundreds of members have 

left messages on the wall 

– see the virtual version at 

200k.accaglobal.com.

The WCOA, held every 

four years, has a packed 

programme covering a wide 

range of issues, including 

trust, ethics and integrity, 

disruptive technology, 

sustainability, leadership – 

and much more.

ACCA chief executive 

Helen Brand says: ‘2018’s 

congress is called Global 

Challenges/Global Leaders, 

with a programme centred 

around building prosperity 

and acting in the public 

interest – broad themes 

that strike right to the 

heart of the profession 

and how it operates on 

the global stage.

‘I’m thrilled that ACCA will 

again be taking part. We will 

be showcasing key research 

and working alongside our 

strategic alliance partner 

CA ANZ.’

ACCA research to be 

presented at the event 

will cover issues such as 

robotics, the future skills of 

accountants, and China’s Belt 

and Road initiative. AB

Former UN chief
Ban Ki-moon, secretary 

general of the United 

Nations from 2007 to 

2016, will be speaking at 

the conference, joining a 

range of other high-profile 

speakers including Olympus 

whistleblower Michael 

Woodford and historian 

professor Niall Ferguson. 
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Take advantage of our unique opportunity for ACCA members to 
gain an MSc in Professional Accountancy from the world-leading 
University of London.

The University of London recognises ACCA exams as counting towards the MSc. 
As a qualified ACCA member, this means that you would only have to complete 
one module and one project.

Find out more and apply at
www.accaglobal.com/msc

Take the next step 
on your lifelong 
career path with an 
MSc in Professional 
Accountancy

Apply now

www.accaglobal.com
www.accaglobal.com/msc


Looking  to the  future.   
Leading  the way.
The world is changing fast and with it, finance. ACCA is leading the way to the 
profession’s future with an evolved qualification based on major global research 
involving thousands of ACCA members working at the cutting edge of business. 

Together we’re keeping ACCA at the forefront of tomorrow’s challenges.  
Find out more at accaglobal.com/tomorrow

www.accaglobal.com/tomorrow



